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CHAPTER I

STATlWENT OF THE PROBL.

During the past two decades great progress has been
made in bringing to children in the sohoolroom the great
musio or the masters and helping these young students to
a means of studying tlte musioal oompositions of great men
intelligently, lovingly, and with an increasingly sympathetic attitude.

The study or musio has oome to be a work or

love and not just the praotioing, grudgipgly and with drudgof a great number ot soales and exercises tor a oer-

er,/-."

tain period of time eaoh day.

The idea now is to lead

rather than to drive ohi1dren to musie, and to 1ead them
in suoh a way that they will desire the better type or
musio.
The present study was undertaken with the idea or
finding out whether or not there is any notable ohange in
the musioal taste or ohildren in a given sohool between
the ages of six and fourteen and to what extent the taste

ot these elementary school ohildren agrees with that or

2

experts in the tield ot musio.
The tirst part ot the problem was to seek tor the
meaning ot beauty as the word is oommonly used and as it
has been used oommonly or uncommonly by men ot authority.
The next part ot the problem was to apply these general
ideas ot beauty to musio specitioally.

P'lnally an attempt

was made to determine tor what musio ohildren will show
preterenoe it they are lett tree to make a choioe.
The author realizes that muoh ot the material in
this paper does not bear upon the problem attaoked in her
own experiment.

It was telt, howeyer, that a knowledge

ot the aesthetios ot musio would be ot Yalue in promoting
turther study ot this important problem.

CHAPTER II
BEAUTY IN GENERAL

Aesthetios

The word "aesthetics" is derived from a Greek word
meaning "fitted to be peroeiYed;" and is now used to designate that whioh is conformable to the laws whioh insure
effects appealing to the mind through the organs ot perception, which are generally limited to the ear and the
eye in aesthetics.

These effects are fitted by being made

to differ trom the condition in which they are tound in
nature and that which changes them iu art.
then, is the

1f

Aesthetics,

science of the beautiful as exemplified in

art" ("0: Prefaoe p.l).
"Subjeotiyely, aesthetics is the scienoe ot the feelings whioh are ooncerned in the production and appreciation
of beautiful things.

Objectively, it is the ana1ysisand

classitication of the beautiful objects which occasion
those feelings" (42:1).
In the discussion of the objective nature of beauty,
Sully refers to an "extraneous principle" which imparts
the beauty to a landscape and mentions three distinct
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influenoes whioh have been oonsidered as this "prinoiple".
"1.

A simple foroe distinot from matter yet setting

it in motion, vivifying it, and reduo1ng it to
"2.

fo~s.

A divine Being whose volition direotly invests

material objeots with all their beautiful aspeots.
"3.

Self-existent

fo~s

or ideas superinduoed upon

matter, which are in truth the beauty of the objeots"
(83: 2).

Other queetlons whioh have been raised in oonneotion
wi th

aesthetios are:
1.

Is there some one unifying element whioh makes

obJeots beautiful?

This might be, a pleasurable feeling

whioh is universally produoed by the beaatiful objeot or
it might be some one property or oombination of properties
whioh run through examples of beauty.
2.

Does beauty originate in the objective or sub-

jective experienoe of the individual?

If the former it

may be sensation, or the symmetry or unity of the parts
of an obJeot, or the agreement of color or tone.

If the

latter, the beauty of the object is a refleotion on the
external obJeot of ideas and emotions of the mind of the
observer.

Many psyohologists combine the assooiation of

ideas and feelings from past eXperienoe with the effeot
of the obJeot on the mind and the mind on the obJeot,
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thus combining both ideas (85::3).
Aestheticians have debated as to whether art is a
reproduotion of the beauties of nature or merely a produot
of

the mind of the artist.

Baumgarten, a German philoso-

pher, was a firm advocate of the idea that art must be the
strictest possible imitation of nature.

On the other hand,

many believed that suoh men as Sohiller and Goethe who
produoed artistic masterpieoes from their imaginations
were the real artists.
Theory of Saint Thomas Aquinas
Saint Thomas Aquinas held that a thing may be termed
beautiful "if the mere apprehension of it gives pleasure".
This is the most simple and direct explanation of a fact
over which philosophers have pondered and debated through
the oenturies.
Theories of the Greeks
Soorates oonsidered beauty as purely

relati~&.

'1'0 be

beautiful an object had to have some rational end, had to
further the neoessary end. of 11te, and had to be perceived.
He also regarded the usefulness of an obJeot as of great importance and believed that no obJeot could be either good
or beautiful it it were not usefu1.

6

Plat&, on the other hand, tavored the theory ot an
absolute beauty.

To him there was an element suoh as

harmony, proportion, or unity ot parts which distinguished
the beautiful from the ugly.

He recognized two phases ot

beauty, the resttul and the stimulative, but never connected beauty with imitative art even though the latter dealt
with beauty (69:255).
unity in the

Ch~istian

St. Augustine used this idea ot
sense and expressed the firm be-

liet that God communicated His attributes ot goodness,
truth, and beauty to all things and thus unified them.
Aristotle disagreed with Plato in the idea of absolute beauty, and with Soorates in the idea that beauty

.

and goodness are the same thing, and that beauty must be
usetul.

He associated action with goodness, but did con-

cede that beauty might exist either in motion or in things
motionless.

He gave a definite idea ot his oonoeption

or

the beautiful, the elements of which he considered as.
order, symmetry, definiteness or determinateness, and
magnitude (9:2).
eties of the

He even distinguished between two vari-

artistio mind:

ft(l) the easy and versatile

conceptional power ot a man of natural genius; (2) the
more emotional and lively temperament of an inspired man ft

(85:9).
The Greek philosophers identified beauty in three
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ways:

(1) with goodness, (2) with truth, (5) as existing

in and of itself.
Theories of the Romans
Plotinus, a Roman, held that an object must be acted
upon by reason to be beautiful.

If this action is not

present the object remains ugly and fomless.

According

to his idea the highest degree of manifest beauty is human
reason; the next is the human soul, which is not as high
as reason because it is conneoted with the material body;
and the lowest is in real objects.

He expressed great re-

spect for the works of artists whose oreations might become more beautiful than the objects which they were imitating (83: 10) •

.

.Theories of German, French, English,
and other writers
The philosophers of Germany were definitely divided
into groups based upon their attitudes toward beauty.

To

one of these groups beauty was considered the perfection
of the knowledge whioh oomes through the senses, to another
perfection 1n some 'bran::il 0:1 the arts, suoh as music, poetry,
painting, etc., and to the third group nature itself.
Confusion and misapprehension result from so definite a

e
division, for the first group inoludes only intelleotual
elements and leaves out emotional aspeots whioh oannot be
ignored; the second group narrows its attention to one
phase of aesthetios; and the third group oonsiders art
only as an imitation of nature and omits the oreative
power of the artist.

Many writers have expressed dis-

agreement with this last idea, and Surette has put his
attitude toward art very aptly.

"Only in works of art

does intelligenoe reaoh a peroeption of its real sel.f.
This is aooomplished by a feeling of infinite satisfaotion all mystery being solved.

Through the oreative

aotivity of the artist the absol.ute reveals itself in
the perfeot identity of subjeot and obJeot.
therefore, higher than philosophy.

Art is,

Beauty of art is

higher_ than beauty of nature" (84:2).
Many Frenoh writers allied themselves with the
earlier philosophers in their oonceptions of beauty, one
holding, with Socrates, that beauty oonsists in the "peroeption of relations" and another with Plato that "unity
is the form of all beauty".

A new idea that beauty is

the model after whioh the largest number of a type are
formed was presented by P.re Butfier (83:18).
An entirely new idea of beauty was presented by a
Dutoh writer, Franz HemsterhUis, who oonsidered that thing
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beautiful which permitted the soul to gain about the
object which was presented to the senses the largest
number of ideas in the shortest possible time.
While Shaftesbury, an Inglish writer, did not think
the terms "beauty" and" goodness" were synonomous, he did
combine the beautiful and the good into one ideal conoeption which could be peroeived by the internal or moral
sense.

He distinguished three grades of the beautiful:

"1.

Inanimate objects inoluding works of art,

"2.

Living forms whioh reveal the spiritUal forma-

tive toroe, and
"5.

The Souroe from whioh these forms spring, God"

(85: 11) •
Beauty:

Its nature

The data of beauty may be considered aotively or
passively (10:595).

It is generally oonoeded that the

former is the more natural condition of the mind in enjoying beauty, for the active mind is thus brought into
contact with the objeot it is to enjoy, proJeots itself
on that objeot, and produoes enjoyment.

There are vary-

ing degrees of enjoyment beoause the aotivity of the mind
varies trom that of the simple mind whioh realizes a satisfaotory amount of joy from a given obJeot to the highly
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specialized aotivity of the poetio or artistio mind whioh
may undergo the exquisite satisfaotion of eostasy.

Pass-

ively the enjoyable feeling is produoed in the speotator
by an objeot whioh is presented to the senses, and an analysis may be made of just what enjoyable feeling is awakened
in the mind by this objeot.
There are three kinds of beauty:
and physioal (4:210).

intelleotual, moral,

That whioh knows in the full meaning

of the word is the mind, for the intelligenoe alone is oapable of grasping the infinity of being.

Beoause the senses,

notably of sight and hearing, serve the mind, they too, to
a oertain extent, oan grasp and know the beautiful (56:25).
Assooiation of a present experienoe with a previous one
may produoe in the mind either a pleasurable or a disagr88.able sensation.

A pioture of a storm at sea, however

beautifully exeouted, would reoall a feeling of great
sorrow to one who had lost a loved one under a oiroumstanoe sim1lar to the one piotured, while a beautifully
perfeot apple might produoe either a purely aesthetio feeling of delight in its beauty, or an aotual or antioipated
feeling of sensible satisfaotion, similar to that whioh
would be experienoed in the oonsumption of suoh a pieoe
of fruit (50:48-54).
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!he beauty of an obJeot is entirely dependent upon
the aotivities of the human organi_ sitting in aesthetio
judgment on the quality ot th at beau t1.

The beauty may be

objectiyely there, but is not manifest until it has been
realized and reoorded by the directed teeling of the auditor or obsener (67:28).
Brother Azarias explained the teeling ot pleasure in
beauty as a reoognition ot an old triend.

This old friend

is the "type of the pertect implanted in our natures by
the oreati •• aot;" the standard within the individual; his
aesthetic sense.

Aotual Deauty is merely the expression

of the ideal beauty whioh is in eyery soul to a greater or
less degree, and the tormer cannot exist without the latter.
All things prooeed trom their Divine Author and are
made in aocordanoe nth the "arohitypes ot His mind".
Man was made in the image and likeness of his Master.
The pleasure experienoed by the beholder on peroeiving a
beautiful objeot is due to the recolleotion by the soul
of the perteotion which was implanted in that soul by its
Maker (4:212).

The more closely aots oontol'll to this per-

tection the higher is the moral. condition ot the soul.
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Perfect beauty, because it is an ideal of the mind,
does not exist in the world of actuality.

There may be

suggestions, fragments, or certain degrees of it, but no
material object can contain perfect beauty (51:4).

The

combination of -elements all intrinsically beautitul- in
torms also, -intrinsically beautiful- is impossible, sinoe
human natures ditter so deoidedly that some will sacritice
elements and some will sacritioe torm (74:72).
Kant (47:72) referred to two 'kinds of beauty: tree
beauty and appendant beauty.

The tirst presupposes no

ooncept of what the obJ eot should be.

In the field of

botany, sinoe comparatively tew people know the real nature of a flower, the beauty ot the flower would be tree.
The appendant beauty does presuppose knowledge ot the
objeot in question.

Peop1e in general are expected to

have a ooncept ot a churoh, a man, a book, etc., so this
kind ot beauty i8 oonsidered as dependent on preTious
knowledge.
Raymond (69:125) makes a distinotion between relatiTe
beauty and absolute beauty.

'l'he absolute beauty would be

the typical or ideal torm of the objeot.

He does not say

just how the pertection or ideality ot the object would be
deoided upon, but he does say it must be of such a nature
that there is nothing trom whioh it could have been im1tat-
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ed, thus giving the impression that it must be the original of the speoies.

Relatiye beauty, the word 1tself

intimating a oontrast of some kind, would have to have a
model with whioh it could be oompared.
be the absolute beauty.
senses

th~ougn

'l'his model would

'l'he oontrast may appeal to the

differenoe of oolor or form, or it may, by

suggesting different thoughts or ideas, appeal to the mind.
Beauty must have a contrast of moyaaeot and rest.
This movement in the beautiful obJeot may be so delioate
that the object appears to be at rest; for constant moyement would be disturbing to the observer, while oontinual
repose would be deadening.

The oontrast of moveaent and

rest must be in suoh olose harmony that "the repose must
be tor the sake of the mOYeMent and the ohange for the
sake of the rest" (51:15).
pressed in growth.

In lite this moveMent is ex-

'fhe growing ohild is more beautiful

than the old man who has lost his vitality; the flower in
the garden is more delightful to the beholder than the out
flower in a vase.
There are different degrees of beauty whioh are dependent upon the nature ot the observer as well as on the
essenoe of the beauty in the oDJect itself.

"Beauty is a

oharaoteristio ot any oomplex tom of varied elements produoing apprehensible un! t1 (1. e., harmony and likeness)
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of effeots upon the motive organs of sensation in the ear
or eye; .or upon the emotive souroes ot imagination in the
mind; or upon both the one and the other" (70:32).

This

defini tion includes beauty ot nature as well as art, although some writers: - Plato tor example - exoluded imita:;..tive art trom the idea of beauty, while others like Kant
and his tollowers oonsidered only produotions ot art as
examples ot beauty and reluctantly permitted the beauties
of nature to be admitted to their schane of beauty.

Busoni

says: "All arts, resources, and toms ever aim at the one
end, namely, the im! tation of nature and the interpretation
of human feelings"(17:3).
It is necessary, however, that the artist transter
his imitation wholly and completely to the world of art.
The perfume of the painted rose should be suggested, but
should not be present; the whinnying horse may be oarved
from stone

80

that the observer knows what is happening,

but ot oourse there is no sound from the statue.
guided realism. would not produoe things of beauty.

Mis-

Tile

question as to whether or not things ugly or evil can be
presented in art has been raised by critics.

The very

apparent answer is that they may be represented beoause
the very tact ot their transter to the realm of art would
rob the ugly ot its distastetulness and the evil ot its
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sordidness.

These must not, however, be made to appear

beautiful or good or untrue to nature.

Hell and p1rrgatory

are not beautiful plaoes, yet Dante handled them as subJeots in his "Inferno" and "Purgatorio," and these works
are among the masterpieoes ot literature beoause Dante
artistioally piotured them as what they really are.

Evil

events portrayed in literature will be bad, but will not
disgust if they are properly handled.

'l'he evil and the

ugly may be· neoessary tor artistio oontrast, but must
neither be approved of by the author nor projeoted into
the work ot art tor any purpose whioh is not artistio.

(50:48-54).
The form of works ot art change with the years, but
the humanity, the spirit, the message oarried through
works of art go on through the years and may remain unohanged for oenturies.

'l'he Sistine Madonna ot Miohelan-

gelo is inspiring the same teeling of awe and delivering
the same

lesso~

ot magnitioent motherhood to the thousands

of visitors today that it did to the hundreds of a oentury
or more ago.

The symphonies ot Beethoven are still thrill-

ing their audienoes with their perteotion of torm, their
gratifying melodies and harmonies, their masterly use ot
the orohestral instruments, and their messages ot great
emotional feeling.
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In his conception of beauty Croce is an idealist, for
his definition of beauty is, "Natural beauty is simply a
stimulus to aesthetic reproduotion, which presupposes previous produotion" (26:162).

Even monuments of art seem to

be only "stimulants to aesthetio reproduotion" and are not
beautiful in themselves.

!o him the great thing in art is

the idea whioh suggested the reproduotion, while to another
group the work of art itself is the important thing and
great emphasis is plaoed upon the beauty of material, whioh
material inoludes not only that aotually used in produotion
of things sensibly, their arrangement, ideal relations,eto.,
but in the mind from whioh sensuous ideas emerge (74:77-81).
The idea that works of art are beautiful only when they
fulfill a purpose dates baok to Soorates, although Saint
Thomas Aquinas, in his very simple definition of beauty,
distinotly exoludes the idea of end from beauty, but gives
oontemplation a prominent plaoe.
for example, feel that beauty is

Many others, Ilaritain,
fo~ed

in the oontem-

plative life essentially and by itself, this oontemplation,
of course, inoluding the exeroise of reason.
Beauty must give us the foretaste of the higher and
more perfeot forms of llfe If it is, as Lee says, "that
mode of existence of visible or audible or thinkable
things whioh imposes on our oontemplating energies the
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rhythms and patterns ot unity, harmony, and completeness"
(55: 299).

Beauty makes us liye, by: a kind of sympathy with itself, a more vivid, more peaoeful, and a fuller life.

It

exercises our organs of peroeption, our reasoning powers,
and produces a feeling ot oalmness and peaoe whioh i8 a
momentary answer to the longing of the soul.

1 beautiful

picture will carry the artist tar from the noise and hurry
of the workaday world and transter him to scenes of whioh
he has never dreamed.

The musioian may be transported t.o

realms of delightful experienoe of which he may dream tor
weeks to come by the oharm ot a symphony.
By some, beauty is oonsidered merely as expression.
This expression is the putting forth ot purpose, feeling,
or thought into a sensuous medium where this purpose,
feeling, or form oan be experienoed again by artists,
ei ther the produoer or the observer of the work of art.
The expression may also be the manner ot putting torth
the idea.

One writer may desoribe a landsoape in language

select, grammatically appropriate, and phonetioally musical,
but he may fail to interest the reader, while another writer
with less oare, may happen upon some happy phrases which
Will cause the reader to devour the produotion with delight.
The vivaoi ty and oolor of the second is found in the .!!::.

18

Rression.

This expression belongs to the objeot beoause

of the assooiation of tomer impressions with the present
peroeption.

It is the "aesthetio modifioation" ot the

present peroept by the association with it ot previous
prooesses of peroeption.

This is brought about by a de-

velopment of a harmony between "the inward struoture and
instinot of the organs of peroeption" and the outward opportunities for the use ot these.

"This harmony is the

souroe of continual pleasure" (74:78).
Everyone hears the voioe in oonversation as a means
to an end ot communioation, but seldom does a person an&lyze its oadenoes, timbre, loudness, or softness.

The

hearer observes through the Yoioe the thought or emotion
whioh is expressed with the voioe as a medium.

When, how-

ever, this voioe, perhaps the same one, is used in the
artistio rendition ot an aria, the thought expressed is
of seoondary consideration.

It is with quality of the

voioe with its trills and oadenzas that the hearer is
thrilled.

It is only in art that means of expression is

anything more than means to an end of recognition.

TIle

observer sees olay as suoh in the mass, but when this
identioal clay is molded into a beautiful vase or into a
statue of a great soldier the araoe and symmetry of the
former and the strength and vilor of the latter are what
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the observer sees.

The olay itselt beoomes the transparent

medium tor the expression of an artistio idea (64:28).
Since sensation depends on nerYous stimulation, agreeable sensation depends upon a certain limit to the amount
of that stimulation.

The stimulation must stop short ot

the point at whioh it would fatigue the organ of sensation.
After it has reached this point it would become so disagreeable as to be violently annoying to the organ of perception.
If the ear is this perceptive organ a musioal

ton~

however

beautiful, whioh is oontinued beyond the limit at whioh the
ear hears it as beautiful would oause disoomfort, mental
and physical, to the hearer (43: 4) •

There is necessity

for movement and ohange which have been previously referred
to as so vital a part of art.
"An object cannot be beautiful if it can give pleasure
to nobody; beauty to whioh all men were forever indifferent
is a contradiction in terms" (11:49).

In this idea Santay-

ana is consistent with the one that there is no objective
beauty in itself.

Since beauty springs from a combination

of the effects of reoollection, association, and suggestion,
and only a part of the beauty is peroeptible to the sight,
the rest being conjured by the imagination, it follows that
real beauty must be in the appreoiati ve nature of the perceiver.
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Beauty is truth, but it is more; for while truth
merely enlightens, beauty expresses the ideal of divine
perfection and the good; it "stirs desire and produces
love" (56:26); it is the obJeot of a universal delight
apart from the concept which comes preeminently through
the stimuli of the ear and the eye, which are the sense
organs most closely associated with the transfer of beauty
from the objective world of things to the subj eotive world
of the mind and soul.

The structural beauty, symmetry,

balance of parts, oombination of color or tones, attracts
the eye, butt the thought behind this form attraots and
stays in the mind to be associated, compared, and combined
with other former beauties which are already in the mnd.
The beauty of a masterpieoe belongs to it obJeotively just
as any quality does, but it is dependent for its nature of
beauty upon human organic activities which feel the beauty
and record the object as beautiful in the mind (67:28).
Some writers consider harmony, wbioh results from
complexity of effects, as the essential element of beauty
and hold that these effects upon the mind oan be added to
effects upon the senses and thus increase the amount of
beauty (70:31).

This oomplexity and variety, although

necessary to beauty, could not produce it unless the element of unity were evident, for unity is a firmly estab-

-
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lished principle ot beauty (55:151).

This unity may be

classed as:
1.

Unity which is neoessary to scientific grouping.

2.

Unity necessary to philosophic comprehension,

which is the basis ot systemization.
5.
tion.

Unity which is necessary to aesthetic appreoiaThis is harmony (69:156-157).

The reoognition ot the beautitul is not merely an aot
of the senses but of the intellect.

This taot is generally

acceded to by psychologists, who agree that the observer
must realize by intelleotual discernment the intrinsio
features in the objeot which are making their appeal to
the intellect and bringing into action its power ot recognition and association.

Since, however, the worth ot

beauty lies in the emotion which it brings about, it must
follow that knowledge is of importance only when it increases this emotion.

This might be true in the case of a

picture which would be meaningless unless, through knowledg
it be placed in its proper historical or geographical setting.

A symphonic poem is otten meaningless to a group of

high-school students until they are told just what the poem
is about and are directed to listen for certain notes which
will convey to their minds oertain pictures.

Recently Mr.

Damrosch played "The Battle of the Huns" by rranz Liszt
~------------------------------------------------------------~
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during his Friday-morning radio broadoast for sohool
ohildren.

Before he played it he told the ohildren aBout

what was taking plaoe and thus prepared them to listen
with intelligenoe to this nUIl.er.

It was surprising to

see the respeotful interest with whioh the ohildren
listened to a seleotion whiQh they would. probably have
shut off if they had aooidentally happened upon it with
their radios at home.

In "To a Water Lily" by MaoDowell

the undireoted olass will listen politely but

~th

rather

apparent indifference to the seleotion, but after they
have been led to pioture the lily upon its harp-sung water
and have had suggested to the. that a disturbanoe of sOl1e
kind takes plaoe, they will brighten up with enjoyment
when they hear the little ruffling of the water whioh is
ocoasioned by a Dreeze, a Boat, or some other agenoy which
ohildren themselves will often suggest.
It is true that beauty must be known to be enjoyed,
but it does not follow that kno'wledge itself is adequate
to the produotion of the oharaoteristio effeot of beauty.
This effeot does not require a speoial power apart from
knowledge or appetite,
of the two.

.Jut is apparently a oombination

Is not Saint Thomas Aquinas right in saying

that a thing may be oalled beautiful if its mere peroeption
pleases?
~------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
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In his introduotion (74:11) Santayana expresses the
thought that to teel beauty is a better thing than to understand hOlf we oome to teel it.

His idea is not, however, in

disagreement with.those authorities who believe that knowl.edge ot the beautitul inoreases the power ot enjoyment, tor
he reters to the analysis ot the teeling ot enjoyment and
not to the analysis ot the oomponent parts of the objeot
which is causing the teeling ot enjoyment.

In the body of

his book (74:163) he tells us that beauty ot torm is the
last to be admired in objects, e1 ther natural or artiticial.
This aspect ot beauty must be established by time, and
"training and nioety ot peroeption" are neoessary tor the
appreciation ot it.
There are three separate and distinot fields with
which man, during his lite, comes in oontact:
1.

the tield ot truth;

2.

the tield ot beauty;

3.

the tield of goodness.

Goodness and beauty must be reaohed through truth, but
there is too great a ten denoy in eduoation to stop with
the acquisition ot truth and leave unexplored the regions

ot beauty and goodness (30:84).

This is all too true ot

the curricula ot the schools ot today, whioh are greatly
concerned about the amount ot mathematios, history ot wars,
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language skill, etc., with which the child is equipped,
but which are little concerned about the ideal charaoter
toward which that child is bending his efforts or his
ability to restfully enjoy a work of art or a masterpieoe
of musical oomposition as well as the beauties of nature,
her trees, birds, flowers, and running brooks.
Beauty:

Its relation to goodness and truth

Even on the question ot what is good and what is beautiful authorities ditter.

Donnelly (30:135) distinguishes

beauty from goodness beoause, . while the former implles peroeption only, the latter involves attainment.

Goodness is

.tthin the person regardless ot any contaot through the
senses with the outside world.

Lee (55:10) agrees to a

distinotion between beauty, goodness, and truth because ot
their different "natures, laws, and origins,. but holds
that sinoe the three are so continually associated with
eaoh other and have all been developed through the same
type of human aotivity - that of the "adaptation of the
human oreature to his surroundings" - they have become
woven together to such an extent that it has become oustomary

to think of one intems of the other.

e~er,

Maritaln, how-

feels that the beautiful differs from the good only

"oonceptually".

In the oase of the good there is a satis-

.....- - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-...J
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faotion in the mere sight or knowledge of it, but the
beautiful must add a ·oertain order to the force of knowl. edge" •

In other words, the good • simply gratifies the

appetite;" the beautiful gives pleasure by its mere apprehension (56: 168).

~hi s

idea of the beautiful is in perfect

agreement with that of SaiRt Thomas Aquinas.

Kant (47:49)

considers the agreeable as that whioh gratifies a man;
th,e beautiful as that which pleases him; and the good as
that on which he sets an objective worth.
It will be seen that the differenoes between these
ideas of the good, the true, and the beautiful are slight
and to a large extent merely a variation in tenns of expression.
Beauty:

Its power to give enjoyment

Ideas of beauty vary with different personalities.
This may be illustrated in the case of two people who will
be designated as Mr. 1 and Mr. B.

Mr. A has a trained mind;

he has an instinotively good taste and this has been developed by study of and association with things of beauty to
suoh an extent that the very presenoe of the beautiful produoes in him delight in the form, oolor, harmony, and unity
of the object.

He reoognizes in this partioular obJeot the

qualities of beauty with whioh his mind and senses have be-
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oome saturated.

Mr. A experienoes delight in the beauty

of the obJeot whioh is presented to his senses and he terms
the thing beautiful.

Mr. B is untrained.

He laoks the

innate good taste of Mr. A and this laok has not been oorrected through training or association.

He sees in the

same objeot no beauty at all, for he laoks the

faoulty

of deteoting the symmetry of line, the unity of parts, or
the harmony of oolor whioh delight Mr. -A.
is present, to Mr. B it is not.

Mr. B is in the position

of a blind man who oannot see oolor
oannot hear sweet sounds.

To Mr. A beauty

or"a.~

dea-t man who

He has not the mental sight or

hearing whioh are neoessary to the apprehension ot beauty.
He laoks the disoriminatiYe teohnique ot the skilled mind
which has the power to respond to the objective beauty with
whioh it is brought in oontaot.

He has not put himself

through the course ot "self-training" and " self-initiation"
whioh in its turn elicits and improves some of the highest
qualities of his soul.

He is not oapable of p.aying for the

pleasure of apprehending great beauty with sympathy, intelligenoe, and attention (55:17).

Critics say that the

test of aesthetio Judgment is the determination ot the
degree to whioh the subjeot is able to reproduoe in himself
the beauty whioh has been expressed in the definite physioal
material (26: 194) •

This ability depends upon natural gifts
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and training in the prooess of responding to the stimulus
of the objeot.

Emotion, too, is neoessary to the real ap-

prehension of beauty; and this oannot be taught, but must
be imparted by means of aotual and oontinued oontaot with
the beautiful (50:88).

This supplies a oriterion by whioh

objeots of beauty are measured for the degrees of beauty
Whioh they possess.

This oriterion grows and beoomes

greater in range and depth by being fed upon materials of
beauty whioh in turn beoome new standards of beauty.

It

is a well-established faot that it is laok of training and
assooiation rather than fundamental defioienoy whioh is
responsible for the great laok of aesthetio pleasure in
the lives of most people.

The teaoher who is attempting

to bring about growth in love of beauty, and oertainly
this group should inolude all teaohers who are worthy ot
the name, must realize that the oonditions for this growth
must be favorable, the atmosphere pleasant, and the beautiful presented in suoh a way as to be attraotive.

No stu-

dent ever grew to love the beautiful by means of leoturing,
sa~oasm,

or foroe.

It 1s not diffioult to realize that, just as there
are differenoes in the physioal sense organs of the eye
and ear (through whioh most sensations of the beautiful
reaoh the mind) in different individuals, so will there
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be differenoes in the oonoepts whioh are apprehended by
those physioal organs and oonveyed to the mind.

There is,

however, a possibility of determining a oertain standard
of taste whioh will be possible of acquisition by all of
a certain degree of mentality.

Students are required to

reaoh a certain degree ot proficienoy in the fundamental.
operations ot mathematics, writing, and reading, but sit
hour after hour, and day after day, in the presenoe of a
beautiful pioture without being consoiously aware of its
beauty.

A referenoe, by the teaoher, to the story it is

oonveying, oertain beautiful oolors in it, or its symmetry
of line might oause the students to see the beauty of this
pioture and prepare than tor appreoiation of the beauties
in piotures whioh may oome to their notice at various times
during their lives.

Perhaps a student will note some beauty

in the very room in whioh he is sitting to whioh he had been
blind before, or he may oarry his newly aoquired sense of
beauty into his home.
Even to the same individual a thing may be beautiful
today, and laoking in beauty tomorrow, or vioe versa.

Can

it be said, then, that that identioal objeot has beauty
at one time and is void ot beauty at another?

This seaMS

to be a oontradiotion, and yet it there is no prooess ot
response between the objeot and its beholder, there is no
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beauty for him and it may be said that beauty is absent
(67: 24 ).

.l person who is in great sorrow or under tre-

mendous stress of fear of either internal or external
evil would probably not apprehend and reoognize beauty
whioh is presented to him as he would if he were relieved
of all oare and worry (74:25).
A knowledge of the message whioh the artist or

CODl-

poser is trying to deliver to the observer or listener is
a great aid in the appreoiation ot a work of art.

.l pio-

ture might be passed by without having a thought given to
it by the general public, while a friend ot the artist who,
perhaps, has been with him and has watched him transfer his
idea to the oanvas would stand entranoed before the work
and would drink in all of the beauty to the minutest line
or shade of color.

Sohubert'. friends loved his musio

long before the general publio knew that suoh a person as
Schubert, who se music would go down through the ages, existed.

The angels enjoy beauty because, besides possessing

intelligenoe an'd will, they have knowledge ot the ideas of
the Creator and are prepared to apprehend the beauties of
His works (56:164-66).

Beauty is possessed by the soul.

The senses of man are indispensable to the appreciation of beauty.

He oannot peroeive beauty without them,

for the mind of man is not intuitive like the angelio mind,
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but requires sensual knowledge from whioh to derive
beauty.
Beauty:

Its effects

Assooiation with beaitiful things and training in
beautiful thinking should develop greater happiness in
the individual and in sooiety in general.

This delight in

beauty should develop self-restraint, subordination of
self-interest to interest in more vital things, preferenoe
for the spiritual and the durable rather than the temporal
and the unoertain (55:36).
There is an intrinsio and an extrinsio element in
objeotive beauty, the former existing in equal value for
all and the latter appealing differently to each individual,
the differenoe depending upon the training of the subjeot
in the understanding and appreoiation of the beautiful.
The intrinsio beauty, then, would be absolute and the extrinsio beauty relative (51:13).

The relative

beauty is

what accounts for the variations of taste in individuals.
There is no danger of reaohing a dead level of taste
through training, for individualism will assert itself
even in groups whioh have all the visible appearances of
identioal training and experiences.

Those who worry about

the loss of individualism through similarity of opportunity

!,--------------------------------'
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need

ha~e

no fear for there is

e~er

a differenoe in the

balanoe of faoulties, a difference of judgment and intensity and fineness of feelings in individuals.

The fact that

an object gi'les pleasure and is therefore beautiful to one
is no assurance that it will in the same degree gi'le pleasure to another.

This difference of idea as to what is

beautiful may be in degree or in direotion.
may be fairly beautiful to one

obser~er,

another, but delightful to a third.

The objeot

only tolerable to

One indi'lidual may be

entranoed with beauty of a certain type to whioh another
one may be totally indifferent, while the fomer oould be
entirely blind to another type of beaaty whioh is en- .
thralling to his opposite (51:8).
Beauty:

Its relation to taste

This personal preferenoe aooounts for 'Iariations of
taste.

The standards by whioh beauty is determined and

taste is judged are the composite expression of "di'lerse
habits of sense and imagination" (74:130).

A oritio who

is to determine these standards must possess great range
of experienoe with beauty, must ha'le a vast natural endowment of disoriminatory powers, and must be highly
trained in many branohes of aesthetics.

EYen these

speoialists will find that their feelings and judgments
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about art ohange.

They will oorreot their ideas and im-

pressions of beauty for "the history of taste, both in the
individual and in the race, is not a mere process, but a
progress, an evolution" (64:5).
Parker accounts for the chaos experienced in aesthetic
judgments, which apparently fail to seoure unity of judgment as to what is and what is not beautiful, bycal1ing
attention to the faot that many so oalled "aesthe'tic judgments" are not true but false judgments.

He groups these

in several olasses:
1. Partisan judgment - Judgment based; not upon a
free appreoiation, but upon BOme personal predilection or
transient appeal -(a)

Special preferences of youth.
(Correoted through maturity) •

eli)

Preferences due to nationality.
(Corrected through travel or study or both).

(c) Preferences for works of art that treat of
the problems and conditions of oontemporary life.
(Since these are superficially motivated, th'sy,.-oorreot
themselves with ease, giving way to some new faalton
in taste).
'
2. Imitative Judgment .- the Judgment whioh is made
beoause somebody else has made it, partioularly somebody in
authori ty. This is sometiaes oalled "herd instinot".
3. I gnorant judgment .. - this judgment is perfeotly
sinoere, but expresses an aesthetio experienoe that is
imperfeot owing to defeotive understanding of art, (64: 141) •
Although an artist may have need of scientifio
knowledge to give him the ne8essary tool with whioh to
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depiot his aesthetic idea, it is for the purpose of conveying this idea and not for any soientifio reason that he
pursues the study of matters outside of art.

The figure

painter or sculptor must haye a knowledge of anatomy suff'ioient to permit him to make a true picture of' the human
body; the oomposer must have enough mathematioal knowledge
to enable him to proportion his notes in the proper measures and phrases.
Taste:

Its meaning

When the word "taste" is used, it may convey three
different ideas.

Those who have the ability to designate

absolutely the good from the bad in any capacity are said
to have taste.

It an individual preters certain things

to certain others he is said to have a "relative taste".
He may like one kind or style ot musio better than another.
The third meaning is similar to this, but oonveys the idea
of a dej)ided leaning toward something.

One member of a

family may have a taste for musio, another a taste for art,
eto. (18:46).
The development of taste begins early.

Simple

rhythmio effeots are the first music of whioh a ohild is
oonsoious.

This does not lRean that the child has no taste,

but that his taste is beginning to manifest itself, for

spontaneous taste begins with the senses (74:790).

Even

very young ehildren will show preterenoe tor one type ot
rhythm over another.

As this power to disoriminate de-

velops and the oritio is

able to reoognize and oriticize

the beautiful, accepting this, rejeoting that, it may be
said that he has taste, whioh is simply the power to judge
aesthetically.

In other words, the "judicial aotivity"

is oalled taste (26:197).
Raymond (69:169) oompares taste with conscienoe in
the moral order and judgment in the intellectual order.
He reasons that, sinoe the consoience may be stimulated
to better aotions by the enlightenment ot the soul and
the intellect trained to make better judgment by the inorease ot wisdom, so a man's taste may be improved by
eul tivating

his sense organs to a fineness of d1 scrimina-

tion, and inoreasing his actual knowledge in the arts.
This authority considers Doth recognition and judgment as
vital to the development ot taste.

He intimates that ex-

perience is necessary, tor there must be something in the
mind to serve as a criterion with which to oompare the
objective element in order to torm a judgment.

Although

man cannot have absolute knowledge of the beautiful beoause he is a finite being, he can approach this knowledge
by means of the proper aotivitY', and the greater his
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experience of the right kind with things beautiful the
nearer to absolute knowledge he will come.
faste oannot be developed without the will of the
subjeot to develop his own taste.

He must oonsider this

development as a yery desirable end toward whioh he is
working. In the oase of young ohildren it oannot be said
that they are aiming to i.proye their taste, but they are,
under direotion, exercising their emotions and will-power
in, it might be sai d, Ii stening tor the birds in song ot
spring, or seleoting artistic combinations or color in
their art work.

They are purposefully applying their

energies to the development of artistic taste, although
they may not realize that they are doing Just that
(35:296-301) •

Taste:

Its relation to familiarity

The question of whether or not familiarity with
works ot art improyes one's liking tor art is a debatable
question.

The writer has seen ohildren winoe when a oer-

tain musioal seleotion was played on, the viotrola.

These

ohildren had heard it so many times, and evidently under
oonditions whioh were not Joyful, that they had beoome
siokened of it.

It would be possible, however, to re-

kindle interest in the number if the ohildren had their
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attention called to some new beauty of melody or rhythm,
or to some new message conveyed by one of the orchestral
instruments.

In this circumstance there would be a recog-

nition of· an old friend in a new situation or a relative
with whom they are very familiar in a new dress.

Again,

that which is seen, heard, or tasted for the first time
may give pleasure, But not to the tullest extent, for it
may be overpowering with its beauty and grandeur and may
fatigue the obsener with its beauty.

Upon a first visit

to the opera the newcomer is awed with the splendor of it
all and may be weary before it comes to an end.

Upon his

next vis1t, if he has the courage to continue, he will
find that he oan listen for certain voices singing passages
which especially interest him, and by the time he has heard
opera hundreds of times he will always find a new joy in
its rendition.

It is a question whether he will enjoy more

the actual pleasure of the present perfonnance or the memory

ot past performances with which he has become familiar
through years of experience and with which he is associating the present pleasure.
Through much experience of the proper kind there
will be. formed in the mind types of beauty with whioh
other types or examples ot the same types may be oompared.
These criteria beoome a part of the mental equipment only

-
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through frequent assooiation.

The symphony is beautiful

to him who has heard enougb of this type of musio to be
able to follow it and to oompare it with the symphonio
type whioh he, has in 'his mind.

Only a very unusual in-

dividual would think a symphonio poem beautiful the first
time he heard musio of this type.

It is for this reason

that the great leaders of the magnifioent orohestras are
very anxious to have the ohildren begin to hear symphonio
musio at a very early age.

The hope is that familiarity

will breed love whioh will grow in magnitude and depth as
more and more examples of this type of musio are heard.
The more filled the mind is with examples of beauty, the
more will its possessor be ableeto apprehend beauty, for
"when the mind is absorbed and dominated by its peroeptions, it inoorporates into them more and more or its own
funotional values, and makes them ultimately beautiful
and expressive" (14: 116).
The arts of musio, poetry, painting and soulpture
are to a great extent imitative.

Many derive thEdr only

pleasure through imitation of the artistio, for the originators are few indeed and are among the geniuses of the
various branohes.

Is it to be said, then, that this

imitative art is worthless?

Beoause a man has been denied

the training whioh refines his taste to an exalted,
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ecstatic degree, is he denied all pleasure in beauty?
No, because he is still able to find delight in art whioh,
although orude to the trained ear or eye, matohes the
ooncepts of beauty whioh he has aooidentally aooumulated.
Although training is necessary to the fulI enjoyment of
many works of art beoause to be appreoiated they must be
comprehended, nevertheless "few aesthetio emotions exoeed
in intensity the simple raptures aroused in naive souls
by works of art whioh instruoted oritio1sn would otten
refuse to admire" (5:82).
Taste:

Its imp rovement

It is true that taste is a natural gift to a great
extent, but that it may be developed and refined by oomparisons, rules of produotion, method of prooedure, eto.
The best way to improve taste is through oonstant assooiation with things beautiful.

The people of anoient Athens,

even those who made no pretense of engaging in art either
as a vooation or as an avooation, were effioient art
crttipe beoause they lived their lives in the environment
of beauty (72: 104).

In Italy the day laborers on their way

to their toil are humming bits of opera and the small
children at their play are singing danoing tunes from
ballet.

They have heard this type of music from their
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infanoy and it is merely a part of their every-day Ufe
a.nd eduoation.

An amusing inoident ooourred to a traveler

in Italy who was muoh impressed wi th the rendition of opera
selections by a gondolier in Venioe.

lfhen she had ex-

pressed her approval he said "Now I'll sing an Amerioan
song," and prooeeded to bellow forth, as nearly as he was
oapable of suoh aoti vi ty, the song "All. Coons Look Alike
to Me".

He had not meant to embarrass her, but that was

his idea of Amerioan musio.

The music books are improving

greatly over what they were a decade or two ago and are
now oontaining many well known seleotions of

Mozart,

Mendelssohn, Sohubert, eto., as well as the old-time
southern songs whioh are really an Amerioan type.
Art must beoome a part of an individual.
it

8S

He assumes

a part of his being, perhaps bit by bit or note by

note, and when he has realized it as fully as he is oapable
of doing, he beoomes desirous of reproduoing it in the same
or some other fom.

The young observer usually reproduoes

in imitation of the objeot presented, but as he beoomes
saturated with the objective materia1 whioh is presented
to his senses and, through them, to his intelleot and
emotions, he experienoes a sensation of oraving to express
that whioh is wi thin him.

He no longer feels the presenta-

tion as something "outside himself, but rather as something
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which is within him and whioh he desires to express"
(10: 594) •

Taste:

Its measurement

The question arises as to just how aesthetio taste
should be judged.

Is the decision as to whether or not

a person has good taste to be based upon what the individual taste should be if it were trained to be what
is usually oonsidered good, or will the taste be judged
as It Is here and now?

A delicately beautiful poem which

can find a taste refined enough to appreciate its exqui si te beauty only once in a great while has its plaoe
in the scheme of aesthetios surely, but has not also the
popular play which delights thousands with its humorous
appeal (5:79)?

The popular songs of the day teem with

phrases taken from the masterpieoes of a oentury ago.
People sing and 10ve these songs, but are these "stolen"
phrases; any less beautiful beoause they are in a different
setting?

It is difficult to the point of impossibility to
,

.

determine a soale for aesthetio judgment.

Humanity itself

is too varied in God-given powers, experienoe and eduoation
to say that to be beautiful a thing must please all to
approximately the same degree or in the same manner.

-
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How could taste for music be compared with taste for
sculpture?

The objective material in the two is quite

different.

What in sculpture would compare with the deli-

oate melodies of Schubert and what chords, however strong,
could represent the material strength of Michelangelo's
Moses?

There is vibration in both branches of art, but

it is vibration of different types.
There is a type or standard of art, whether the art
be music or painting.

Muc11 has been sald about just what

this type or standard is, but it must be of a kind which
is set up by the individual for himself.
tact with a work of art whioh pleases him..

He oomes in conThis he sets

up, consciously or unconsoiously, as his standard, and
when a new work is brought to his observation he oompares
it with the first.

Perhaps to him the seoond has some

advantage over the first, and he sets up the seoond
his standard of this partioular branoh of art.

a8

If it does

not measure up to the fi rst he may ignore the second one.
As a result of thi s oompari son and selection there grows
up in the consciousness of the individual an ideal perhaps which may be a oomposite of all the best examples
of art whioh have pleased him (64:131).
There is a oertain amount of enjoyment in art whioh
is lost

8.S

the taste beoomes so refined as to be impatient
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with poor examples of art.

There is a question, never-

theless, as to whether or not this loss is made up in the
keener enjoyment, the real ecstasy, whioh the connoisseur
experienoes when he oomes in contact with a work whioh
really delights his educated taste.

The word "critioism"

seems to imply the deteotion of faults, and there is danger in narrowing the taste for the beautiful to such a
degree that there oan be no pleasure in beauty unless it
is just about perfeot.

Surely the possessor of taste as

good as this is a sufferer, and might well envy the sohoolboy who can enjoy a tale ot adYenture beoause it is a tale
of adventure whether or not it is the finest example ot
literature (5:78).
Taste:

Its value

The sense of beauty is a real and vital neoessi ty
to the individual and to the race.

It will live in a

nation through years of depression and materia1iSJ), and
an entire oountry may be aroused by the deseoration of
things saored or the dest.ruotion of works of art.

During

:.he reoent World War the indignation of the neutrals was
!roused to a high pitoh through the news of the destruotion of the beautiful old ohurohes, fine libraries, and
institut"es of art by the invading armies (55:3).
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The aesthetic side of a nature should be cultivated
just as the intellectual side i$.

It is true that the

taste of everyone does not need oultivation to the degree
that is necessary for the

~titio,

but the oapability of

enjoying beauty will help an individual through much sadness in his life and over many diffioulties.

He will be

able at times to forget the difficulties of the present
moment and to live in the world of art of -his own oreation
or that of others.
It has been said that no beauty exists whioh has not
been apprehended and seen as beauty by some observer.

Per-

haps this observer is also the artist or composer, for it
is neither neoessary nor possible for all men to appreciate
beauty in the same way or to the same extent.

There are

and always will be variations in the oapaoi ty for enJoyment.

All listeners do not appreoiate the symphonies of

Beethoven equally; but the beauty is there, for Beethoven
put it there, whether others hear it or not.
The sense of taste is a gift of discrimination and
correot Judgment to man by his Creator whioh may be "improved by exeroise, study and meditation" (50:18).

In

the exercise of taste oare must be used that the faculty
does not become narrowed and bigoted.

Schools of art have

existed which have been most intolerant of one another.
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There must exist a oertain amount of oompetition in art,
as in other things, or it would become stunted and perhaps
lifeless; but eduoation must broaden the individual in art
and in other things.

CH AP'l'BR

III

BEAUTY AND MUSIC

Musio and aesthetics
Musio is "almost purely aesthetio in essenoe," for
sound holds a high plaoe in aesthetio material (34:79).
'l'ones may be produoed by a person and may express his own
feeling or emotion without the aid of any objeot outside
of himself.

Even a syllable of disgust is expression of

feeling, and a spontaneous arpeggio or trill is a sign of
Joy.

This oannot be done with any other of the arts, for

the soulptor must have tangible material out of whioh he
may mould or oarve his idea, the painter must have oolors
whioh he puts on oanvas to show what is in hi s mind, and
the poet needs words as his tools of expression.

Musioal

expression, however, could be just one note whioh, properly
plaoed as to pitoh, volume, and timbre, would express oomplete satisfaotion or eostasy.
Musio is universal in its applioation.

While express-

ing a oertain idea, the one in the mind of the oomposer,
to a vast audienoe, it allows eaoh individual.. to live in
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his own way the thought expressed through the musio.
It illustrates very aptly the faot that it is more important to direot the sentiments of the individual than
to give him oertain definite statements of faot.

Musio

leaves the individual muoh freedom in the matter of expressing or interpreting it.
It is sometimes said that the blind man seems to
lead a happier lite than the deaf.

This is doubtless

because the blind person oan use the sounds whioh he
hears, musical or otherwise, to build up many products
in hi s own imagination through the repetition, combination, or expansion of these sounds or tones whioh he has
heard.

He oould build a whole novel out of a symphony

or a complete poem from a sonata.

He has the instrument

tor expressing this produot of his imagination within
himself, for he need not even write notes; he may Just
sing the song whioh is suggesting itself to him, without
words if need be, to r hWlllling is an art in i tsel.t.

Musio

is the most personal ot the arts, tor it requires no instrument outside of its produoer.
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Musio as an art
Many of the prinoiples whioh are essential to the
other arts found their beginnings in musio; for was not
musio the first of the arts?

Long before primitive people

used their hands for produoing works of art they expressed
rhythmio patterns by swaying their -bodies, danaing, olapping hands, and uttering sounds expressive of some emotion,
orude or otherwise.

The laws of art were present even in

this simplest of music.
Musio goes farther than the other arts of "emotional
expressiveness" in its depth, richness, range, power,
delioaoy, and flexibility (69:214).

The emotion whioh is

oonveyed by musio is not neoessarily expressive of obJeots
whioh may have aroused that emotion, but of the emotion
itself, which is expressed in the movements and feelings
of the originator of the music.

This emotion whioh is

expressed through musio is not stationary, but rises and
falls, varies in intensity, just as musio is loud or soft,
high, low, or varied in melody.
emotions in its form.

Thus musio parallels

Musio 1s flexible and may be made

to ohange swiftly and acourately with the emotion.

This

variation is similar to that in the intelleotual or moral
field, in whioh there is a balanoe kept between the
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material objeots and the spiritual motives.

There is

this difference, however, that the spiritual motives of
oonscience and intellect follow natural laws, while the
artistio character depends upon the feeling and thought
of the artist and his ability to express this teeling and
thought.

There is no rival for musio as a medium of ex-

pression of emotion (51:141-43).
Music fulfills all the requirements of art.

In the

first place it is free, for there is not neoessarilr any
praotioal, moral, or soientific purpose in it.
second plaoe it is social.

In the

It promotes sooiabilitr and

brings various people to a oommon understanding.

It is

understandable by all nations and all raoes, for a Mozart
symphony would be understood by a musician in China, India,
or America because its message of the emotion whioh was
being expressed by Mozart is universal and knows not race,
color, or language.

The listener teels himself and his

personal emotions being poured forth in the music of the
symphony.

An

audienoe will listen enraptured to the musio

of an opera even though not one word of the language in
which it is being sung oan be understood by the listeners.
In the third place music isa IIfixed and permanent expression,1I for it oan be renewed again and again and eaoh
renewal wlIlawaken new interest in the emotional and
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intellegent nature of the hearer (64:153).

'l'hrough a

long prooess of development music has come to be a very
fine example of what in aesthetios is termed "unmixed"
beauty.
In musio as in the other arts, and perhaps to a
greater extent, it is diffioult-to attain perfect airesment among its adherents.

Even in the definitions of

"musio" there are differenoes with a certain measure ot
agreement.

Musicians have a oommon understanding of

music, but no two hear exaotly the same thing beoause
no two agree perfeotly in their emotions or experienoes.
Eaoh will put into the music his own interpretation of
the expression of his own ideas, imagination, and feeling.
Thus musio is ever kept alive to the auditor as a conorete
expression of himself (64:176).
Musio in itself:

Its structure

Much musio represents sound of nahure, suoh as
humming bees, running water, wind, thunder, and notes of
bobwhite, cat-bird, bobolink, eto.

The simplest man-made

music is humming, whioh is the olosest imitation of sounds
ttl nature

- moving water, wind in trees, or shifting sand.

There is beauty in this .ery simple form of musio which
may be made in to a song by means of a tew variations whioh
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f.

ust make the music conto,,", to laws ot order and to"",,

These variations may parallel the inflections which would
be natural to the speaking voice in giving expression to
the sentiments which are being uttered.

The melody

ftComin' Through the Rye W follows the natural infleotions
of the speaking voioe very olosely (51:157).

A song does

not have to tell anything to the world outside of the
produoer of the song.

It may be just a free expression

of the joy or sadness within the oomposer's own mind, or
it may be uttered merely for the sake of its own intrinsio
beauty with no thought of the attainment of an end of
material beauty.

lhem the song has to be developed to

the point of being used by man-made instruments there is
necessity for a definite torm ,so that the expression of
all these instruments may have unity, harmony, and oontrast.

The symphony, which is a sonata written for and

played by a great orohestra, has the very definite sonata
form of allegro, adagio, scherzo, allegro, has contrast
of melody and instrumental. grouping, but is unified by
harmony of sound and central. idea which runs through it.
The material of whioh musio is made is tone.
produced by vibrations of the
I

ai~

It is

and the varying qualities

of tones depend upon the differences in rate, complexity,
amplitude, and quality of vibration.

-

The inorease in speed
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of the vibration will produoe a higher tone; the oombination of different direotions of vibration will vary the
color of the tone; the use of variety in the length of
the wave whereby the intensity of the tone is ohanged
will result in loudness or softness of sound.

There is

a oertain quality of tone whioh assooiates one pitoh with
its relative pitoh an ootave or two higher or lower.

This

similarity results in a repetition of tone whioh is pleasing to the listener; for when the ear hears a pitoh D,
tor example, and oomes upon this same pitch in some other
ootave, the result is like the meeting of an old friend
with whom some pleasure is assooiated.

This meeting with

some familiar pitoh ooours many times in the oourse of a
symphony and is one of the means of binding it together.
I

J

~

"That is musioal, whioh sounds in rhythms and intervals" (17:19).

The first musio was entirely rhythmio, for

1 t was the danoing feet and the swaying bodies of the
danoers aooompanied DY the olapping hands of the bystanders.

The humming of tunes was very olose to this,

for the spontaneous expression of emotions awakened by
these danoers would result slmost immediately.
would develop out of tone.
,

!

Thus tune

As the singers heard their own

voioes and those of their neighbors, they tried oombina-

~ tions of pitohes whioh would please when sounded together,

-
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and so harmony was started.

'this harmony has been devel-

oped to a very high degree and many and various rules have
oeme to be a neoessity to the writing of

ha~onious

ohords,

but musioal people oan still spontaneously hannonize melodies without reference to rules or regulations and a group
of untrained negroes oan delight with the mellow softness
of their extemporaneous part-singing.
There are two elements in musio, the sensuous and the
intellectual.

The former is the part that is produoed

objeotively by an instrument of sound and appreo1ated by
the physioal nature of man.

'l'his physioal. nature would

inolude the nerves of hearing, by whioh the notes which
are making melody and harmony are brought to the mind, and
the nerves of feeling by whioh the rhythmio pulse is oonveyed to the intelleot.

The intelleotual element would be

either oonoeived or peroeived by the mind.

If the fomer

'the melody would originate in the mind and would find
utteranoe through some obJeotive means, suoh as the voioe.
or a musioal instrument.

If the latter, the tune would

originate outside of the mind, would be oonveyed to the
mind by mean s of the nerves of feeling and hearing, and
would be peroeived by the mind as a tune.

It is neoessary

that this physioal means by whioh the notes are oarried to
the mind be reliable or the conoept will not be true.

A
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deaf person oannot haye a melody oarried to his mind, for
bis instrume?t of oonveyanoe is imperfeot.

A tone-deaf

person would not hear the oorreot notes in their proper
sequenoe, henoe his nerves could not relay them to the
mind properly (49:168).
Emotion is an important part of the equipment of the
musioian, but it must be olosely assooiated with the intelleot, through whioh the actual sensation reaohes the
emotional nature and oauses reaotion (51:129).

The sound

in and of itself is of great importanoe only as a souroe
of the thoughts and emotions whioh are awakened in the
mind and soul of the listener.

It is with joy and sorro.,

suooesses and defeats, the aooomplishments and attempts of
the raoe that the musioian is oonoerned.
To be an art, the emotional element ot musio must be
reduoed to something definitely measurable.

Baoh sound

must be a detini tely, pitohed and aoourately timed note;
the notes in eaoh phrase must be so arranged and the
measures so marked off that there is a deoided rhythmio
patternj the tones must be so assooiated with all other
tones that eaoh is lost sight ot in the finished produot
whioh will giye harmony to the listening ear.

Finally,

the note, rhythm~ and harmony must be so adjusted that
there is a symmetrioal whole whioh may be appreoiated by

-
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the intelleot.

This subJeotion to an "intellectual prooess"

is an intrinsic neoessity to ": work of art, for until the
"physioal elements are subjected to an intelleotual prooess" and until these "abdioate their independenoe and become subservient to an intelleotual design" there is no
art (49:168).

These intrinsio elements of pitoh, intens-

ity, and variation of timbre are a vital neoessity to the
art of sound, for without them as a means how oould there
be a sound which could be transferred to the appreciating
mind?

On the other hand there oould be no beauty, most

critios say, without the appreoiating intellect, so the
physioal nature of sound must be one with the intelleotual
nature of the listener or there is no musio in the real
sense.
One way of unifying a musioal composition is by means
of the repetition of phrases or sentenoes.

These may De

used as question and answer whereby the question is asked
by

means of one phrase and answered through the next.

This method i8 used very beautifully in Von Weber' 8
"Invitation to the Waltz".

Another way of repeating these

phrases is by using the same phrase in a related key, perhaps a minor.

This is done in symphonic music, where the

same phrase recurs again and again, sometimes with added

-

notes or slightly changed inflections.

This repetition of
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,phrases gives a baokbone to the oomposition whioh runs
through it from the beginning to the end and satisfies
the ear of the listener with i ts familiarity.
Rhythm exists in nature all around us - in flying
birds, swaying trees, the ebb and flow of the tide, the
rise and fall of the waves, the pulse beat, the ohest
movement in breathing, the use of feet and arms in walking.

In rhythmio sound there is always one note whioh is

regularly aocented by giving it more energy, holding it
longer, pitohing it higher, or produoing it": with a fuller
sharper tone.
Melody is made up of notes whioh follow eaoh other in
suocession of oertain rhythm and pitch (69:38).

The rhythm

is established at the beginning of the selection and must
be continued throughout that oertain section of the composition or until there is a definite indication that the
rhythm is being changed.

'fa be harmonious, notes must be

sounded with other notes Whioh have the same element of
pitoh.

This does not mean that the harmonizing pitohes

need be identical, but they must have elements in them
whioh will please when sounded together.

Some of the

intervals which thus harmonize are thirds, fifths, sixths,
and seoonds if oombined with thirds and fifths, eto.

-
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Music in itself:

Its beauty

To be really beautiful, however, a note or chord
must be expressive of some definite emotion.
expression notes would be lifeless.

Without

There are several

kinds of expression, for there may be expression in the
mere quality of the sound or in the harmony of the selection.

Expression may be produced by using either the'

major or the minor mode or by using both major and minor

tor oontrast.

The oharacter of emotion may be expressed

by change of tempo or rhythm, or by the introduction of
such strongly marked danoe rhythms as the waltz, the gallop, the quadrille, etc.

The more subtile processes of

yearning, tenderness, humor, triumph, passion, romance,
etc., may be put into the musio by the employment of any
or all of the methods mentioned (43:518-29).
Music is an art of presentation as well as of expression, for a composer may hum his composition or a
singer may spontaneously express an emotion regardless
of instrument, written notes, or auditors.

It is of such

a nature as to be rather vague even to the trained ear and
it is often neoessary for a musician to hear a difficult
or involved passage of musio many times . before he oan
decipher its intrioaoies (43:307-08), and even then he
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11111 admit that there may be muoh in the music whioh he has
missed but whioh he will hope to assimilate at another time.
Dissonanoes or too-long phrases distress the intelleot
through the senses, and relief is expressed by relaxation
upon return to phrases of nonaal length and pleasing oonsonance (55:151).
Music in itself:

Its effeots

Music not only expresses emotion, but may refine and
exalt the emotions through the training it gives in the expression of refined and delioate feelings (51:149).

This

may be very plainly seen with a group of ohildren who unoonsoiously react to sound.
~ft

If they are spoken to in a

gentle voice they will usually respond in the same

manner; if they are listening to some very refined selection they will be quiet and respectful in their attitude;
but they will become suddenly noisy and hilarious if the
musio

i~

changed, without oomment, to jazz.

This effeot

of music is quite notioeable in restaurants and tea rooms.
At an afternoon tea at whioh people are expeoted to be at
leisure and quiet the musio provided is often that of a
string ensemble playing lovely melodies and harmonies with
a soft, refined tone and in a dignified, refined manner.
In restaurants whioh are aiming to get one orowd out and

-
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another in very quiokly, so that many may be se;rved in a
short time, noisy jazz is provided.

It exc:Jt.6:s and hurries

the unfortunate patrons who rush in, hurriedly swallow
their food, and rush out into the orowded streets and are
oarried along in the whirl.
Musio in itself:

Its importanoe in life

Musio follows the actions of life with its diffioulties
and achievements, its happiness and sorrow; its conflicts
and suooesses, its swiftness and slowness, its exoitement
or repose, its seriousness or fun (64:168).

Certain qual-

ities of tone, even certain instruments for producing tone,
are more suitable for expressing activities or aspeots of
life than are others.

The trombone has a,nobillty of tone

whioh may well be used for a stirring national anthem,
whioh would be very inappropriately plafed on the flute.
The violin oan tell of the soul f s longing as only the human
yoloe itself could tell It.

If the bassoon were employed

for this purpose the audienoe lJOul.d burst into a laugh,
for there would immediately come before the
lome olumsy buffoon olowning a part.

mind's eye

The woodwinds pro-

luoe the sighs of 11fe, the brasses its strength, and the
101ins Its loves.

-
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Strong feelings are usually indioated by an inorease
1n volume of tone and highness of pitoh.

When Cho-Cho-San

1n "Madam Butterfly" is pioturing the return of her beloved Pinkerton, she sings in a quiet subdued voioe and
the melody rises and falls as the voice would in conversation; but when she vehemently deolares her faith in Pinkerton as opposed to the doubts of all those around her, and
declares that he will return to her, the melody reaohes a
very high pitoh and she fairly shouts "I know it!"
"Music is a part of the vibrating universe" (17:1S).
There seems to be no human mood that oannot be expressed
in musio, although it is difficult to find in music any
expression of the oause that brought about that mood.

The

depression of a soul may be portrayed, but the act that
oaused that oondition in the soul is left to the imagination.

Such speoifio characteristics as jealousy, envy,

vanity, etc., are difficult to express as individual emotions, but the sadness caused by them may be shown.

Truth

and justice are too abstract to be expressed by themselves,
but the peace of soul of the truthful man or the contentment of the just man may easily be fel.t in a passage whioh
expresses it.
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It is a happy oustom nowadays to provide oopies of
words of songs which are to be sung by guests at dinners
and parties.

There seems to be no means whioh will so

quickly draw a crowd together.

People love to sing whether

or not they have had special training in the art, and a
~roup

which might be very stiff at first may be turned into

a sociable, happy party by the introduction of oommunity
singing.

Children love to sing.

Not long ago a program

of music was provided for a class of children who were ,apparently being very well entertained.

When the program

was over, however, they seemed loath to leave their seats
and one of the members asked if they oouldn' t sing some of
their songs.

The group left in a yery happy mood after

having sung three or four songs.

Sohools should oome to

a greater realization of the very desirable effects of
beautiful music and should make its study a vi tal part of
the cUrriculum.
The musio of the old masters is all emotionally beautiful, but the specific emotion expressed varies with the
different oomposers.
inspiring.

The beauty of Handel and Bach is awe-

Mozart's musio refleots happiness, and it is

doubtless for this reason that he is oalled the ohildren's
composer, for children will react to his music as they
will not to any other musio.

The i.beauty of Verdi is in
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the joyful precision of the runs and trills of his
melodies, while that of some of the earlier Italians
i8 in th e energy expressed.

Whatever the type, it is

the beauty of the music which produces happiness in
the auditor; "the ohiet, the never-varying, all-important oharaoteristic is the beauty; the dominant
emotion, the serene happiness which beauty gives;
happiness, strong and delioate; inorease of our vitality; evooation of all oognate beauty, physioal and
moral, bringing baok to our oonsciousness all that
which is at once wholesome and rare.

For beauty suoh

as this is both desirable and, in a sense, far-fetched;
it comes naturally to us, and we meet it half way; but
it does not come often enough" (55: 153).
There may be beauty in a single' note of a bird, a
coloratura soprano, a rich baritone, or a lyrio tenor,

tor even in a single tone there is oomplexity of overtones oombined into one.

The etfect ot the sounded

tone in combination with overtones is much 11ke the
effeot in harmony, with this dlfferenoe,that the overtones are repetitions of the same note sounded octaves
higher,while the harmonious notes are entirely different
but are located at suoh intervals as will produce a
pleasing ohord when they are sounded together.

It is
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true, however, that these single notes, beautiful as they
may be, BOund still more lovely when their oomplexity is
inoreased by. plaoing them in melodies or ohords, and the
superlative degree of eaquisiteness is reaohed only when
all this melody and harmony is used to express some single

emotion or a oombination of several emotions (70:51).

In

a symphony there must be beauty of thought or idea whioh
1s to be expressed, beauty of individual parts

8G

arranged

that there is beauty of oomposition, and a beautiful manner
of expressing the oentral idea.

Suoh a pieoe of work as

Beethoven's "Pastoral Symphony" demonstrates thisidea very
magnifioently.

It is agreed, however, that all elements

of beauty must be present to give the complete aesthetio
pleasure.

A poor violin oould not satisfy even if it were

being used to play so beautiful a oomposition as Sohube.t's
"Ballet Musio from 'Rosamunde,'" and no orohestra, however
well balanoed with well-made instruments in the hands of
artists, oould make a masterpieoe of some oheaply throwntogether oomposition of a medioore oomposer.

The "Shadow

Song" from "Dinorah" would lose its power of holding its
audienoe spell-bound if attempted by a singer of less than
remarkable sbili ty.
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There is beauty in the mere torm ot music, tor to be
EIlusic in any sense it must be mathematically correct and
JIlu st be written strictly aocording to laws ot tonn and
barmony.

There is a possibility, however, ot the perteo-

tion ot the torm attracting the attention ot the listener
to itselt to such an extent that the beauty ot the thought
behind it or the manner or expressing this thought is ignored.

This would spoil the balance and would make ot the

pertormanoe a merely meohanioal prooess whioh would be interesting only to those highly skilled in torm, instead

ot an artistic produotion whioh oould give joy to many
unskilled, as well as skilled, music lovers.
The idea ot what is or is not harmonious has changed
through periods or time.

The Gree,s oonsidered the octave

as the most perteot harmony; later musioians used intervals
of tourths or tifths but very seldom the third, which at the
present time is used perhaps more than any other interval
in two-part harmony and seems to please the ear ot listeners
of the present day with its consonance (74:198).

CHAPTER IV
THE APPRECI ATIOR OF MUSIC

The nature of appreoiation

There are different kinds of enjoyment of musio.
One listener may listen for the balanoing of parts, suoh
as movement with movement, theme against theme, phrase
with phrase, note with note, and may get his enjoyment
of the musio trom just suoh a praotioe.

A less exacting

but more romantio listener may find pleasure in dreaming
dreams whioh are suggested by the musio.

A thoroughly

musioally-minded auditor would find the greatest delight
in listening for phrases whioh are repeated throughout
the seleotion again and again, or reoognizing phrases
whioh he has heard in some seleotion at some other time,
or in hearing in his mind's ear just how a partioular
phrase would .sound if it were combined with an entirely
different melody.

'1'0 please all types of listeners oom-

posers must have their musio organized in suoh a way that
there is balanoe of phrase, and repetition of melody
e1 ther in the same key

0

r in a related one and either in

the same torm or in some variation of its melody.

Some
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oomposers of opera use a different theme for eaoh oharaoter
in the opera, and every time that partioular melody is
sounded the oharaoter appears.

One of the joys of listen-

ing to a Wagnerian opera is this assooiation of theme with
oharacter.

The Siegfried motive sounded on the French

horn awakens a thrilling interest eaoh time it is heard.
Another charm of Wagner's work is his habit of announoing
in his prelude to eaoh act all the melodies whioh are
associated in that aot with oharaoters, events, or aotions
(71:202).

To those who have heard one of his operas many

times there is a keen Joy in the preview of eaoh aot whioh
is given to them by this prelude.

Then when the aot is in

progress there springs to the mind, as soon as a motive is
heard, the oharaoter he has seen before when this theae
was played.

This matohing of theme with oharaoter or aotion

produoes a very satisfying intelleotual pleasure.
The groups of instruments in the orohestra may be
translated into terms of the human voioe quality.

Suoh

instruments as the tympani, and those like the oymbals
whioh produoe metallio sounds, could be associated with
the menaoing gutteral quality of the human voioe.

This

kind of tone is oonneoted in our minds with some hostility,
present or expeoted, and is used to depiot to the audienoe
some disastrous effeotwhiGh is to follow an evil act or
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,mio h is being lived through by the doer of the evil.
fo inspire awe or to produoe a feeling of terror whioh
is assooiated, not with evil, but with heroio oonfliot,
the ohest quality of the human voioe is imitated with the
strings or wind instruments played in their lower range.
!o produoe a feeling of satisfied oontentment the upper
ran ge of the wind instruments is used.

The resultant tone

is similar in quality to the head tone of the singer and
it inspires peaoeful oontemplation of the theme, the idea,
or the emotion whioh is being expressed.

These instruments

would never be used to oreate an atmosphere of unrest.

The

trumpet, like a dramatio tenor, has a brilliant noble tone.
It is full and resonant and, when well played, produoes in
its hearer a feeling of oourage and enthusiasm.

It may

announoe the approach of some great or noble person.

The

trombone has been oalled the noblest of the orohestral
instruments.

Its tone is "majestio and imposing," and

while the instrument is oapable of produoing a mournful
pianissimo or a satanio forti8simo, it is always maJestio
in its quality.

Mendelssohn onoe said that the trombones

are too saored for frequent use.

Most of the great com-

posers have felt this and have used trombones only when
they desired to produce some tremendously impressive
passage,

but it needed an &merioan, Deems Taylor, to
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override all traditions as he did when he used the trombone
to produce the yery ludicrous etfeet of the waltzing elephant in his "Circus".
Music is a real and vital neoessi ty in life.

Some

need more of it than others do, but everybody needs some
of it at some time.

It fills a vacancy in the life of an

individual and nourishes a part of him whioh is not reaohed
by food and drink and each person may take from the musio
all that is yi tal to his partioular needs.

Musio exists

for the listener and it must be judged by the amount of
joy it is oapable of giving to him (81:55).

A part of the

pleasure whioh is experienoed through the hearing of really
great musio is the loss of self in the living again of the
idea that is being poured forth in the music as a message
from the oomposer to his audienoe.

The listener may be

entirely unoonsoious of his own thoughts or of himself as
an individual, if he is so thoroughly engrossed in what he
is hearing that he exists in and as a part of the musio
only.

Musio is speoifio and yet seems to be everywhere

at onoe, oreating tor itself and its audienoe a world of
its own.
Although musio is the most spirited of the arts,
it is the most powerful; it can bring to its listeners
joys or sorrows as oan none of the other arts.·

Everything
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that is to be known or felt through music is in the musio
itself.

It needs no outside agency, and until the music-

lover finds in himsel.f the key to the language in which the
music is speaking to him, his position is unsteady and his
appreclation is uncertain.

Unless the music can carry its

own message to him and expl.ain itself in terms which he

will understand, it must remain vague and misunderstood.
It is not necessary Edther to be able to oreate musio
or to be a perfo:rmer of music in order to enjoy it.

Many

who loye beautiful piotures would not be able to paint them;
not all appreciative observers of fine sculpture would be
able to oreate it; and many who oan sit entranoed by the
beauty of a Beethoven or Mozart symphony are unable to
produce a musical composition either vooally or instrumentally.

They can have, however, a keen appreoiation of ,the

form, which almost explains itself in the mathematical
division of phrases and measure.
hop~ng

Teohnioal musicians are

to instruct the general publio in the teohnicalities

of music sufficiently to enable them to listen to musio
intelligently by concentrating on one phase of the mechanios
of musio at a time, until they consciously realize what
faotors in musio have oaused the appreoiation which the
listener feels .within himself.

The one who would learn

to appreoiate musio intelligently must put himself in
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oontact with it frequently.

He must be aotively interested

and alert, must aotually open his ears and deliberately
apply hi s mind to the taking in of the sounds and rhythms
whioh are presented tor his acoeptanoe.

This intelleotuall

formed appreoiation is not aoquired easily or passively.
fhe person must wish to gain this power and must put himself through the practice whioh will finally result in a
power ot suboonsoiously drinking into the intelleot the
sounds whioh will then produoe the spir1 tual pleasure and
intelleotual exaltation whioh is the result of real. appreciation (79f4).
Listeners may be diYided into three groups.

In the

first group are those who feel an inolination (and often
exeroise it) to react physioally to the melodies and
rhythms.

This reaotion may take the form of singing"

whistling, beating time with hands, feet, or other parts
of the body, or by. swaying head, arms, or body.

In the

seoond group are those who respond to the emotional
message ot the musio almost to the exolusion of everything
else.

The members ot this group would enter whole-heart-

edly into the mood of the seleotion.

'1'0 a third group

would belong those who oritioally analyze and intelleotually
note all the means whioh haye been used in the produotion
of the giYen effect (62).
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Capacity of children for appreciation
Since sohool ohildren are in the first two groups,
it is the duty of the school so to direct the activities
of these children that they will gain personal resources
which may be applied to the experiences of their later
lives.

The conscientious, oBedient ohild may try to like

the selection beoause the teaoher wishes him to do so,
but he oannot really and truly love it until he himself
can deliberately place himself in a position to experience
the emotional joy whioh the beauty of tine musio oan bring
to him.

One way ot testing whether ohildren are getting

the desired attitude toward fine music is through inquiring about the radio programs to whioh they listen.

This

is, however, not an entirely satisfaotory measure, as
some other members ot the family may turn on the radio
to programs of their own ohoioe, either desirable or undesirable.
There are ditferent types of situations in oonneotion
with appreoiation, and all or them should be present in the
lesson of appreoiation.

First the attention of the ohild-

ren should be directed to the beauties of tone, melody, and
harmony.

They should be enoouraged to listen tor one thing

at a time; tor exsmple, to the melody played by the violins,
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the duet whioh is played by the flute and the oboe, the
beautiful phrase whioh is introduoed by one instrument
and repeated by another, as in "Morning" by Grieg.

In

this seleotion the flute introduoes the simple melody:

This theme is repeated by the oboe and is then taken up
by the various instruments of the woodwind section and is
played again and again.

In faot, this entire number of

the "Peer Gynt Suite" is made up of variations of this
simple melody.
musio.

Then there is the human interest of the

A whole olass oan live again the historical set-

ting of the Swiss hero, William. Tell, in the overture of
the same name by Rossini.

They love the first sight of

the sun over the mountain and thrill to the terrifio
thunder, lightning, and ~a1D storm followed by the oalm,
during whiohthe lonely shepherd up in the mountain gives
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thanks to God that his tlock and himself have been kept
in safety during the storm and sends a message on his
shepherd t s pipe to his anxious relatives in the valley
to tell them that he and his sheep have been spared the
ravages of the storm.

There is a splendid chance tor ap-

preciation of the humorous in such numbers as "The Funeeal
March ot a Marionette" by Gounod, in which the ludiorous

,

effect of the orylngproduoed by the bassoon will always
bring the reaotion of a laugh.

"Danse Maoabre" by Saint-

Baens is another selection whioh delights a group of
children, whose faces are wreathed in smiles from the
beginning, when Old Death tunes up his rusty old violin,
to the last step whioh is heard as he disappears from! the
scene of hilarious revelry.
It is not at all probable that anything but the better
side of the nature of the olass will be brought to the
fore in the musio appreoiation olass if the lesson is prop. erly oonduoted, the teaoher is well prepared, and an atmosphere

conduoive to appreoiatiOll is maintained.

Simply

playing a reoard, however beautiful it may be, on the
victrola, will not produoe appreoiation.

It the teaoher

prooeeds to do everything but attend to the music, she
will never inspire ohildren to a proper attitude toward
what is going on; for if the t,eaoher busies herself with
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everything but the musio the children will

do

the same,

and a feeling of annoyanoe instead of joy will be experienoed.
It a nation is to beoome truly musioal it must become so through the ohildren ot that nation, who must be
given oontact wi th muoh musio whioh is beyond their own
ability as performers.
will the ohild work?

If this is not done, to what goal
Be must hear beautiful voioes sing-

ing oharming melodies and lovely instruments produoing
delightful harmonies.

Appreoiation of musio has oome to

be regarded as an important part of the sohool ourrioulum.
A deoade or two ago it would have been oonsidered a great
wast~

of time for a teaoher to sit in a olassroom with her

children as an audienoe to a oonoert.

Now sohoolrooms are

equipped with radios as well as viotrolas and the olass,
with the teaoher, aoquaint themselves with the musio whioh
is to be broadoast so that when the oonoert is on all are
prepared intelligently to drink in the beauty whioh is
poured torth from the loud speaker.
As a soientifio farmer gives his animals a wellbalanoed ration, so should parents and teaohers give
ohildren a well-balanoed diet of beauty.

Musio is a

part of this diet, for it feeds the soul and spirit as
food and drink feed the body.

It helps the individual
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to realize his dreams and come oloser to his tideals, for
it awakens in him a response to beauty.

It is too bad

that so many educators are so intent upon teaohing the
ohild how to earn a living that they forget to plaoe him
in oontaot with that whioh will teaoh him to live.

Musio

is one agenoy whioh helps to fill this need, for its
beauty oarries the listener away from the sordid things
of life and lifts him up to the realm of dreams, ideals;
and courage to forge ahead in the quest for more beauty.
It may even start a poor, degraded soul on the path of
virtue (11:84).
There are different kinds of appreoiation.

The

sensuous appreciation may be experienced by anybody.
Even an infant may be either exoited or soothed by different types of sound; in her memoirs Saint-Saens tells
that, as a ohild of two, he took musical delight in suah
sounds as the singing of the teakettle, the chiming of a
alock, and the oreaking of the door.

The savages are

greatly affeoted by different kinds of musio and may
become really vicious under the influenoe of one type;
, and all are affeoted in some way by sweet melody, delightful harmony, and soothing rhythm.
an intelleot, he enjoys using it;

80

Sinoe man has

the most satisfying

appreoiation is the intelleotual, whioh must be learned
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beoause this type of

appreoi~tion

neoessitates the

understanding of the teohnique of the performanoe.
Another very gratifying kind of appreoiation is that
which is experienced through assooiation of the present
experienoe with some previous joyful experienoe whioh is
being reoalled to the mind by sounds to which the person
is listening (12:727-32).
The true listener sohools himself in the process of
listening to what he desires to hear to the exclusion of
all other sounds by practicing listening to musio in this
conorete way over and over again.

Most educators feel

that the better the musio is understood, the more it is
loved; and although some authorities - Parker for example appear to believe that a knowledge of technique does not
contribute to enjoyment, this theory is one which has not
been substantiated by experimental data.
In a group of persons who are present when a musical
selection is being performed may be found those who are
thinking ot anything but the musio, who will talk it someone will listen, and who appear bored.

These, untortunate-

ly, were doubtless not trained in school or elsewhere in
the proper attitude of the listener.

There may be others

who are allowing the music to please them in a languid
way, but who are not actively participating in it because
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in grand opera or play in a symphony orohestra, but
hundreds of them will be patrons of these aotivities,
/.

~.

r and if the opera and the symphony orohestra are to re· .ain a vi tal part of the world's musio there must be
!

an audienoe who will support, attend, and love them.
suoh activities as the Chicago and other oity symphony
orohestras in presenting oonoerts for sohool ohildren,
at which oonoerts the various themes of great oompositions as well as the appearanoe and tonal effeots of
the instruments of the orohestra are explained, will
00 muoh to interest the sohool ohildren of today who
mIl be the patrons of tomorrow.

·While it is true

that some ability to exeoute· does inorease the power
to appreoiate, it is also a faot that the two parallel
each other for a limited distanoe only.
It is very desirable that ohildren perform musioally
as far as their ability will permit and all ohildren,
except those with serious physioa.l handioaps, oan sing
· and should be enoouraged to do so.

This singing should

be of melodies of the masters, suoh as themes from symphonies, melodies from operas, and phrases from suites.

'It is a. oommendable faot that the song books whioh are
·Used in sohool now are filled with gems from the masters,

(and ohildren are ooming to know and love these melodies
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~ich

are no more difficult to learn than commonplaoe

'illsterial.

Some of the greatest music is built on the

tones of either the major or minor scales with the sim. . plest of intervals.

Strauss's "Blue Danube Waltz" has

tor its opening strain, whioh is known the world over,
the simple phrase:

and almost anyone will reoognize that simple theme as
belonging to this great oomposition.

The oatohy air

whioh the Duke sings in Verdi's " Rigoletto , rt is just:

Children love to know that these melodies are made from
the syllables whioh they have been singing in sohool for
many years.

Aoquaintanoe with these phrases will give

those who have it the power to enjoy in the quiet of their
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own homes the melodies whioh they have heard in the
oonoert hall.

This may be done again and again, and

thuS the benefit and pleasure derived from a single
oonoert may be multiplied and

ampl~fied

many

hu~dreds

of times.
To avoid the oonfusion whioh may rewlt if a great
masterpieoe with all its intrioaoies of form, melody, and
harmony is presented to ohildren, it is neoessary to teaoh
i . the

t'

ohildren to group the sounds whioh they hear and at

first to listen for Just one melody throughout the seleotion.

Even so meohanioal a devioe as having ohildren

oount the number of times a oertain melody is played may
be employed, for it will help to train ohildren to listen
( for one speoifio thing, and this is what they must do it
they are to be intelllgent listeners.

The ohildren may

learn a melody, may sing it again and again, make up a
story to fit it, hUm it, walk it, or sway to 1ts rhythm
as they sing before they are asked to reoognize 1 t when
:. it is played.

This is al1 very simple provided time is

allowed for the consumption and digestiS>D ot these melodies.
One melody, oalled A, and a seoond one designated as B,
WOuld be presented to the students as two different tunes.
When the oh1ldren had sung them and were quite familiar
With them these thElrles would be presented to the Qlass
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as Melody A, then Melody B, and the olass would, either
consciously or unoonsciously, be studying two-part or
binary form.

lfhen A is repeated after B has been sung

or played, and the song runs 1 B 1,. the class has been
introduced to three-part or ternary form.

From this very

simple beginning more mature students may step forward to
the study of the rondo, the sonata, the oonoerto, the
symphony, and the opera.
It is possible for very young ohildren to be taught
recognition of phrases and me10diea and for childrenwno
know what sentences and paragraphs are in their reading
lesson to be taught to hear the questions whioh are reterred to as antecedents in musio and the answers which,
in the language of art, are the consequents.

From this

;. question-and-answer idea may be developed the paragraph
and ohapter in musio.

What the musician' wishes to tell

about a oertain phase of his story, he puts into a musioal paragraph, the topio sentence of whioh is the theme
which is announoed ear1y in the paragraph.

"alter Damrosah

explainij; the sonata form as oonsisting of three distinot
,parts whioh, in the sonata, are oalled

movem~ta.

The

. first of these is usually an all.egro movement and is the
announoement of the thanes or the "exposition" of the
IlUsieal ideas, one the ohief theme, the other a subordinate
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f
f,'

1

'one, whioh are to be worked out in this partioular sonata.
'In the second movemEll t, whioh is usually andante or some
other slow-moving section, the ideas which we19given out
in the first movemEll t are enlarged upon, explained, and
.aried, so as to give a full and complete pioture of the
. story, mood, or emotion whioh is being portrayed.

In this

'development" of the themes new ideas may be introduced
ones varied.

In the third movement there

is a repetition of the themes of the earlier movements in
It is "reoapitu1ation" and satisfies
the expeotation whioh was experienced in the earlier movets, and produces the pleasurable teeling of meeting an
'old friend again which has been mentioned before as an imrtant aspeot of aesthetio pleasure.
,

The novice in the world of appreoiation must be
~aught

to do what the Germans express as "intend his mind".

e teaoher who is working on reports, rearranging her bookaround the room attending to this and that
8

defeating the purpose of the listening lesson.

8

not attenti;.ve, neither will the students be.

It she
As she is

quietly listening with the class she may call atto some particularly interesting passage or by a
indioate th at this is the phrase to which she
reference before the beginning of the lesson.

It is
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not, however, the teacher's

explan~tion,

which should impress the children.

but the musio,

The music must oarry

its own message to the listener if real appreoiation is
to take place.

«fne

children must be taught that the musio

. appreciation lesson is of suoh great importanoe that they
Blust not be doing anything besides listening during its
progress.

People in general are too apt to turn on the

radio and then go about the business of doing other things.
It is a oommon praotioe for the hostess at a gathering to
t.urn the dial of the radio to a station which is broadcasing some lovely soft music and then prooeed to entertain her guests at bridge or conversation or a oombination
of both.
Listening to music should be active; and when it is,
it involves expeotation, satisfaction, and recollection.
Expectation is aroused from phrase to phrase or from movement to movement; satisfaction is felt when this anticipation is realized; and reoollection may oocur after the
last strain of the musio has died away and the auditor
is alone in his room thinking about the pleasure he has
experienoed.

At some future

time when he is listening

again to the same musio under different circumstanoes, his
pleasure may be doubled through the memory of his previous
experienoe with the same seleotion (22: 33-64) •

~------------------------------------------------------,
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Just as a ohild has a vooabulary of words which he
.s1 use in his English classes or a knowledge of number
combinations whioh are available in his mathematical operations, so he should have a repertoire of musioal phrases
wi th whioh he is oonversant and whioh are so familiar to

him that he oan immediately associate the phrase with the
masterpieoe to whioh it belongs.

This is not diffioult,

tor the phrases are simple and many of them are repeated
so often in a seleotion that they are praotioally memorized by the time the seleotion has been heard a tew times.
Grieg has the happy faoulty of using one phrase over and
over again during one part of a suite.

In "The Hall of

the Mountain King," whioh is one movement of the "Peer
Gynt Suite," he repeats an eight-measure phrase nineteen
times or more, and ,with this phrase produces the picture
of Peer Gynt as he is being tormented by the imps and
elves who torture him by pinching him, mimicking him,
poin~ing

at him, orowding around him, running toward him,

skipping away from him, eto.

It is not ditfioult for

children to memorize this phrase and it is the melody
which will spontaneously oome to their minds when the
.seleotion is

brought to theLr attention.

In the same

way the members of a olass may be taught the simple
do, do, mi, mi, sol, 801, mi, ta, ta, re, re, ti, ti, sol -
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_ of Haydn's "Surprise Symphony" so well that if asked
whether or not they know this sJlIlphony they can immediately reca..ll thi s melody.
There are different ways of teaching these melodies
to classes,
is no

dange~

but the methods should be varied so that there
of causing a stilted response or of making

children weary of the beautiful bits.

!o have a class

mechanically respond, as has been done, with the title of
selection, name of composer with hi s birth date, etc., is
not in keeping with the idea.

Nobody can make ohildren

love music, but it is possible to oause this love to grow
and mature by allowing the musio to do its own wooIng.
In the notebook whioh is furnished by the National Broadcasting Company for the ohildren's radio programs which
are broadoast by Walter Damrosoh and his orchestra, there
are short tests whioh may be given to the ohildren during
or after the oonoert.

These oall attention to oertain im-

portant phases of the program whioh has been played.

One

of these tests whioh was given after a program of "Myths
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in Music" follows:
The following sentences have two or more endings.
Check the ending which makes each sentenoe a true statement. ~en you are ~ you have checked the right endings, oross out the others.
1.

Musio helps us to enjoy mythologioal stories beoause it
Sounds well. Stirs our imagination. Is easy to understand.

2.

The "Danoe of the Furies" suggests that the three
goddesses are
Fair and graoeful.
Stern and terrible.

5.

The"Danoe of the Blessed Spirits" suggests that
Eurydice and her oompanions are
Happy.
Sad.
Frightened.
Angry.

4.

"Iphigenia's Farewe11" expresses the maiden's
Fear of the godde8s Artemis.
Love for her father.

5.

In the "Entranoe of the Gods into Valhalla" the
Rainbow Motive suggests the
Violenoe of the Majestio aroh
Calm flow of
storm.
of the Rainbow.
the River Rhine.
Familiarity with the tone qualities of the various

instruments gives added pleasure to one who is listening
to an orohestral seleotion.

There may be a little theme

played by one instrument and repeated by another to give
some new effeot (76:12).

Children are keenly delighted

when they hear the melody of the "Morning Mood" by Grieg
announoed by the flute and reiterated by the oboe.
~here

is joy in oreation even though the result of

suoh oreation falls far short of the ideal whioh exists
1n the mind, and one of the 30Ys experienced in the appreoiation lesson is hearing in the work of someone else
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the beautiful expression of what was in the mind of the
listener, who may lack either suffioient ability or
praotice to put into tangible form what he has in his
mind.

There must be expression of some kind in the music

appreciation olass.

This may be the singing of melodies,

the making of melodies, or merely the verbal expression
of delight in them.
Dewey's well-known advioe to "learn by doing" applies
to the Ii stening lesson very aptly.

No one oan learn to

swim without coming in oontaot with water.

The child does

not learn to read until he has had reading material presented to him, and he will not learn to listen to and love
beautiful music unless he hears it early and often.

It

the ear is ted on so-called popular airs only, there is
no opportunity to judge anything but popular airs.

It is

the work of the school to take the taste of the ohild as
it is, and,by plaoing him in contaot with better musiC,
lead him to a love of the more

be~tiful

melodies and

harmonies.
It is of little or no avail for the teacher to
leoture about good music or to soold about poor musio.
The ohildren will hear poor musia, and the only way to
keep them from having their taste poisoned by it is by
giving them an antidote of a superabundanoe of fine musio.
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'1'his is quite easy now with the good material whioh is
supplied by the radio, and this material will become better
and better as the taste ot the publio is raised to a higher
level, tor people demand ot the radio the things they want
and"th-e radio stations are eager to meet this demand.

The

children may be lured away trom poor musio, tor it has
been shown by experiment that students will weary ot an
oft-repeated tox trot but will be glad to listen to a
olassioal seleotion again and again.

What Cohen (25:257)

says about teaohing ohildren the beauty ot literature may
be applied to the teaohing ot the beauty of musio.

The

teaoher and her olass should start on a oomradely quest
for all the beauties which are to be found.

The ohildren

may not, probably will not, hear just what the teaoher
does, for age, experienoe, and eduoation will make a differenoe in the oapaoity tor enjoyment.

Some ot the stu-

dents may have a keener peroeption than the teaoher, and
they should be enoouraged to reaot to the beauty without
any other stimulus than the music itselt.

It has been

found that young ohi1dren love beauty more than the ones
of upper elementary or high sohool age, and it is oertainly a refleotion on the eduoational system that the
taste does not seem to advance with sohool experienoe.
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, been shown by experiment that students will weary of an
ott-repeated tax trot but will be glad to listen to a
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olassical selection again and again.

lihat Cohen (25:257)

...

1 says about teaching children the beauty at literature may

be applied to the teaching ot the beauty of musio.
l

The

teacher and her olass should start on a oomradely quest
for all the beauties which are to be found.

The ohildren

may not, probably will not, hear just what the teaoher
,

does, for age, experienoe, and eduoation will make a differenoe in the oapaoity tor enjoyment.

Some of the stu-

dents may have a keener peroeption than the teacher, and
they should be encouraged to react to the beauty without
any other stimulus than the music i tselt.

I t has been

found that young ohildren love beauty more than the ones
of upper elementary or high sohool age, and it is oertainly a reflection on the eduoational system that the
taste does not seem to advance with sohool experience.
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One well-established psyohologioal prinoiple is that
learning implies the "will to learn".
~

f

This will to love

lIlusio must be established in the listener by the mu'sio

{ itself.

There may be disoussion in olass, through which

r a broader and more tolerant attitude toward the ideas of

r
~"

, others may be established between the members of the
olass.

In this disoussion the knowledge of music with

which the ohildren are familiar may be used to acquaint
the children with the music whioh is being newly presented.
By

connecting the new music with something whioh is per-

f. sonal to the child (a story, a feeling, an idea), an in~'

~

terest will be aroused whioh w111 make superficial listening the exception rather than the rule (46:21).

Children

love music which tells a story and often thrill to the
praotice of making up their own stories to fit the music •
This

..

ch11d~made

story may be oompared with the one that

authorities agree was intended by the composer, and it is
surprising to the adult mind that often these very young
ohildren oan hear so aoourately what the composer is telling.

Of course they hear very plainly the wind, lightning,

thunder, and rain depicted 1n the "Storm" of the "William
fell Overture" by Rossini, but it is rather satisfying to
have children recognize the fact that something alive is
being represented 1n "The Bee" by Rlmsky-Iosakoff and "The
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{ButterflY" by de Calx d' Hervelols, although they may
i,

not know the exaot inseot.

Musio whioh is in some way

oonneoted with a story will stay in the minds of the
ohildren better than mere melodies, and they will often
return to olass in a day or two quite enthusiastic about
having heard this story retold over the radio.
The neoessity of frequent exposure to beautiful musio
is very apparent, for just as it is necessary to have beautiful furnishings in a home if good taste is to be devel... -i
··op6,d,so
an atmosphere of appreoiation of the beauty of musio

should become suoh a natural part of the child's existenoe
that his oonduot and even his thinking will be so affected
that he will be a better person for having had this beautiful exp eri en ce.
The first musio was entirely rhythmio, so it is very
natural for the young student of musio to find expression
through bodily motion entirely.

This manner of expression

l may aid in the development of the bodily freedom whioh is
very neoessary in the produotion of both vocal and instrumental musio, and from it may groy the ability to respond
intelleotually and emotionally to the message of the musio.
In the int~oduotion to "Musio and Life" Surette (84:xviii)
tells his readers that "both the ohild and the adult must
, be brought into oontaot with music; with rhythmio movement
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in all its delightful diversity;

~~th

great musical themes

and the uses to which they are made coherent; with harmonies in their primary states or blended into a thousand
hues.

They must learn to listen so that, as the musio

unfolds, there takes p1aoe within them an unfolding whioh
is the exaot answer to the prooesses going on in the musio.
All thi s oannot be brought

~about

save by" intention".

Children should be expo sed to the contagion of goo d musio,
for although it is impossible to teaoh the "subtle elusive
feeling" for beauty, it is possible to put the ohildren in
a position to oatoh this feeling by frequent assooiation
with beautiful musio, and to point the way by which the
students may oome to feel and grow to love the various
kinds of beauty in different seleotions.
The laws for the development of the appreoiative feeling are closely assoGiated with the laws of learning, whioh
include those of aSs90iation, readiness, and response._
The child assooiates the new musio with something that he
has previously heard and with which he is familiar.

Al-

though the aim is to give the ohild a workable repertoire
with whioh he is familiar, great oare must be exeroised to
keep the ohildren from beooming weary of the musio.

This

danger is often present when ohildren are being drilled to
pass a test of reoognition of melodies.

The members of one
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olass which had been so imposed upon put up their hands
and wrinkled up their npses in di sgust when Schubert's

stirring "Marche Militaire" was presented.

The children

lIlay be made "ready" for the appreciation of a selection by
the suggestion on the part of the teacher that the class
try to find a name for the composition or by asking the
students to decide upon what kind of a soene might be .
shown while the music was being played, or in what way
they themselves might desire to re,pond to the music.
The .comments of the teacher should never be such as to
interfere with the direct appeal of the music to eaoh
individual, for it is the mUSic, after all, whioh is to
carry its own message to its hearers.

Music contains

everything there is to know about music and nothing but
music will teach music's secrets.
in the listener himself.

The response will be

This does not have to be a

physical response; it may be mental, emotional, or moral,
but if the person has really heard the music he oannot be
unaffected by it, and the effect produced in him may be
applied to the hearing of other music or to other expe"····
'iences of his later life.

An environment which suggests

desirable character qualities to children will be most
effective in the production and practice of these quall ties,
for children are very responsive to suggestion.

To prove
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~at

children are

grea~ly

affeoted by suggestion an ex-

jerimenter talked to a class about the fragrance of flowers
ind then sprayed the room with distilled water.

Ninety

,ercent of the children imagined they could deteot perfume
attar the spraying had been done (57:

).

This character-

lstic of children may well be used in the appreoiation 1es-

,son.

A short talk about taking a walk in the country on a

spring day will put the children in the right mood for "The
Spring Song" by Mendelssohn, while a story about the Christmas tree and the toys which a Ii ttle girl found around it
on Christmas morning would prepare ohildren for the musio
of the "Nutoraoker Suite" by Tsohaikowsky.
The radio as a factor in appreoiation
Since the innovation of the broadoasting of the
Damro soh concerts, other orchestras have broadcast programs, . but none of them appeals to the children as do
the

D~rosch

oonoerts beoause these are well planned and

the children feel quite olose to Mr. Damrosoh as his pleasing voioe addresses them with the salutation, "Good morning, my dear children".

It is sinoerely to be hoped that

more concerts of this kind will be planned and broadoast ..
The radio programs have many advantages over programs
given in concert halls, for millions can listen to and de-
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rive benefit from one ooncert whioh could have been attended by a few thousand only, had it been given in an
auditorium.

It is possible for children to interest their

parents in these ooncerts and to give to them some of the
information and stimulation whioh the ohildren have reoeived in sohool.

After the oonoerts there should exist

a feeling of companionship between children and parents
who have heard a ooncert under different roofs and with
different surroundings as they disouss the ooncert in
their homes.

Perhaps parents will look more kindly upon

the advantages whioh may be derived from musio lessons
and perhaps children will be motivated to greater efforts
during the trying praotice periods.

The ohildren of rural

sohoolshave the same opportunity to participate in these
conoerts as the oi ty children have and the radio is bringing the country closer to the oities in this and in many
other ways.

It is surpri sing to note what interest in the

radio has encouraged people to attempt.

Radio sets have

been plaoed in all manner of cases, such as Quaker Oats
boxes, small suit oases, nail boxes,

~tc.

Radio programs have been given by the Philadelphia,
the Minneapolis, the Boston, and the Detroit Symphony
orchestras; but, as has been said, these orchestras have
not yet reaohed the same point of appeal to the children

the New York.
Orohestra oonoerts as faotors
in appreoiation
The Chioago Symphony Orchestra has, for several years,
i-

.1van an afternoon concert once a month during the orchestr
season and children may attend these ooncerts for as low

a price as fifteen cents per concert. These concerts are
c,ery popular with adults as well as children, but are Qpe{T
,,11' to adults who are accompanied by children.

or Mr.

Mr. Stock

Delamarter conduct these concerts and give a very

''interesting lesson in appreciation.

Sometimes the con-

.Iuotor asks certain musicians to play their instruments
and asks the ohildren to name the various instruments as

',they are played; another praotice is to have children
listen for and play (using their hands) with ., instruments
8uoh as cymbals; again a theme whioh is to be heard many
;:

times during a selection will be played before the number

1s started so that the children will be prepared to I i sten

~for it.

Of course it is expeoted that the children who

relect to go to these oonoerts are the ones who are natur-

tally

interested in musio, but teaohers are often enlight .....

)ed and surprised by the responses oj' someone whom she had

4not suspeoted of any musioal interest.

It is also amazing
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to discover the amount of real knowledge and feeling
which are acquired by those who attend these concerts.
This giving of concerts for children by the civic
orchestra of various cities is oarried on in different
wa.ys in different places.

In St. Louis the orchestra or

a section large enough to give an idea of a symphony orohestra sometimes goes to the school and gives a concert
1n the school auditorium.

This plan is an exoellent one,

for the children of the entire school oan attend and oan
be well prepared with knowledge of themes, feeling for
moods, and some idea of the emotion which the composer is
desirous of expressing.

Most of the children could be in-

terested in the project, since they would be motivated
by the expectation of hearing the concert.
The school as a factor in appreciation
Children in the early elementary grades derive muoh
joy and imbibe considerable knowledge of instruments and
selections through the toy orchestra.

In this embryo or-

chestra such instruments as cymbals, triangles, tambourines,
drums, tom-toms, castanets, xylophones, eto., are played.
It is possible to have a large olass participate in the
perfocmnance, as those who have no instruments may be
supplied with small stioks in pairs which are rhythmically
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tapped together, oontaoted with the baoks of small chairs,
or run aoro ss the rungs of the chairs.

There are many ad-

vantages to be derived from suoh an orchestra.

The

ohil~-

oren are playing in oonjunotion with the work of a master
(the music being played by an instrument or group of instruments on the viotrola or by the teaoher or some older
student on the piano); their power of oonoentration is developed because they must listen with great oare and watoh
the direotor with oonsoious effort or they will not play
at the right plaoe and may get into trouble with their
fellow players; and their feeling for rhythm is strengthened and the power to respond to rhythm is developed.

The

abili ty to work in harmony with others is oertainly an
important factor in the development of ohild and adult,
and this ability is fostered and augmented during the
period of training in the rhythm band.

Children who are

clever with their hands as well as their heads have found
it possible to make miniature kettle drums with a pieoe
of tough paper stretohed over a ohopping bowl; others
have fashioned flutes out of stioks of bamboo;

~nile

still others have ingeniously contrived tambourines out
of round· box oovers and bits of tin.

Mrs. Coleman (24)

tells of many suoh possibilities whioh have been

er~reot':'

ad or whioh have possibility of aocomplishment.

She re-

- ..•
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peats a well-known faot that ohildren love and appreoiate
the instruments, orude though they may be, whioh they
themselves have made.
A summary of the many suggestions whioh may profitably be followed in the musio appreoiation lesson followe:
Before the lesson is started the teaoher should have
everything in readiness, with the phonograph reoords,
piotures of instruments, outlines of stories, eto., oonveniently arranged, all distraoting agenoies, suoh as
writing on the board which is not oonneoted with the lesson, books and papers whioh add nothing to the music lesson, charts, staffs, etc., removed.

The lightirig of the

room may be suffioiently subdued to oreate as nearly as
possible the atmosphere of the ooncert hall.
be a feeling of pleasurable anticipation.

There should

Perhaps in the

previous lesson the teaoher has mentioned the fact that in
the next lesson the class will hear so-and-so.

It is

possible also in today's lesson to give a preview of what
will be heard in the next lesson by playing some of the
melodies which will be heard or by teaching the children
to sing some ,of the tunes whioh will occur in the next
week's playing of phonographic records.

Another way of

motivating the olass is by showing pictures of instruments
and playing snatches of melodies played by these instru-
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ments on phonograph reoords.
The purpose of the musio appreoiation lesson is
to give the listener a greater love for the beauty in
musio and a desire to oome in oontaot with more beautiful musio.

CHAPTER

V

EXPERIMENTS IN THE FIELD OF APPRECI ATION

Attitude and taste are of so subjective a nature that
it is difficult indeed to measure either one.

':Within re-

oent years, however, psychologists have beoome interested
in thi s phase of the fi eId of education and a few experiments have been made along these lines.
Droba (31: 509-23) describes six methods whioh may be
used in the measurement of attitudes.

The first he refers

to as the method of absolute ranking.

When this method is

used each case or statement of attitude presented is considered by the subject independent of all other statements.
In the case method each attitude is described by the subject in essay form.

In the relative ranking method the

list of statements is arranged in order of preference,
while in the graphic rating scale degrees of attitude
are indicated by words, numbers, or phrases.
the method of paired comparisons is employed.

Sometimes
The method

of equal appearing intervals is similar to the relative
ranking scale, but the scoring and the praotioal application of the methods are different.
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In an experiment conducted by Thurstone (86: 415-55)
t

,O'

" large number of statements of opin:1on on the wet and dry
i

~question were secured simply by asking many hundreds of
r·

.people to express their opinions on the wet and dry issue.
!hes e expressions of opinion were sorted so that there were
no repeti ..iQlts.

Ten copies of each opinion were then made

and one copy of eaoh was given to ea.ch of the ten people
who again sorted them into piles of various opinions.

Out

of this sorting was seoured a list ot thirteen varied
statements on the wet and dry question.

These thirteen

sta.tements were presented to students, who were asked to
oheok those statements which most nearly expressed their
own opinions on the question.

From this checking oharts

were made to show the general trend of opinion.

Thurstone,

with others, has conducted many experiments on questions
of religion, politics, patriotism, prejudices, etc., following this same method of procedure.
1 similar experiment was made by Allport and Hartman
(2:755-60) who asked sixty upper classmen to write their
personal views on the various phases of seven concrete
issues of ourrent interest, suoh as the League of Nations,
prohibition, and legislative control of the supreme court.
The six judges who arranged these opinions were teachers
of political scienoe, psyohologists, eto., and the list
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oompiledoontained a variety of statements on eaoh question.

These lists were presented to a different group

of students, who were asked to oheok the statements of
the questions whioh most nearly expressed their own views.
The final soores were tabulated and graphs were made.
The testing of taste or appreoiation is a task more
diffioult than is that of the testing of opinions.

An

experiment inquiring into the aesthetio judgments of
ohildren was recently performed in England (16:162-82).
This test was given to adults by Professor Burt and
to school boys and girls by Miss Bulley.

"The Listener"

published the test material and the questionnaire, whioh
was answered by 10,000 people.
The test material oonsisted of nine pairs of illustrations of objeots of household or domestio use, such as
two armohairs, two book-oases, two ooffee pots, two jars,
two printed voiles, two pieoes of embroidery, two glasses,
two pieoes of jewelry, and two teapots, eaoh pair of illustrations representing a better and a worse example from
the point of aesthetio value, which value was decided by
the opinions of six well-known art oritics or experts.
Eaoh person who took the test was asked to express a
preference for one of the pictures and his choice was
30nsidered as a means of measuring his taste.

The eXBlIl-
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iners understood that the means used was very limited,
but believed, nevertheless, that some conclusions could
be reaohed as a result of the experiment.

They oon sidered

the work worth while as a method of accomplishing the following aotivities:
1. To stimulate a thoughtful and critical interest
of individuals and of the nation in the lesser arts and
to gather information as to public taste and aesthetic
Judgment with regard to these.
2. To find out whether or not the taste of children
differed aooording to <a) age, (b) sex, (c) eduoation in
general, inoluding home influence, (d) special forms of
art teaching.
The results showed that at the age of 10 taste begins
to decline until it reaches bottom at about 11 to 15, when
a ohange sets in.

At this age taste begins to change and

steadily improves or declines until it merges into the
general level of adult taste <or laok of taste).
judgment becomes most marked at 16.

Critioal

There is little dif-

rerence of taste between . boys and girls and men and women,
but the last-named have a slight advantage in eaoh case.
Teaohers of art did better than artists.

It was quite evi-

dent that the creative impulse and oritical disoernment
are different aspects of aesthetic activity whioh mayor
may not be found in the same person.

A child absorbed in

creation may be blind to the values of art in the work of
another while producing them unconsciously in his own work.
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It was quite apparent in this testing that the best art
teaching oannot counteraot the persistent influenoe of
ugliness in home surroundings, and that the further the
ohild is removed from industrialism, the greater is his
understanding of the beauty of art., This follows the same
idea that has been expressed about musioal taste, for the
person who is to be truly musical and who is to be inspired with a great love of good musio must hear beautiful
examples of it early and often in his life.
Some other conclusions whioh were drawn from the
, results of these tests are:
1. On the theoretic side, taste seems to follow a
more or less definite development at certain ages.
a. The little child, with his strong imagination, finds it easy, perhaps in a limited way, to
share artist's vision, but difficult to appreoiate
form and color.
b. The child who is a'little older becomes
materiali stic and praotical for a while and then
recovers his power of imagination, finally attaining a critical taste.
2. On the practical side, really good art teaching
can, to a great extent, save the child from the influence
of ugliness.
As a result of this test the following questions
suggest themselves:
1. Can light be thrown on oertain aspects of taste
and on the nature of art itself?
2.

Is it merely by chanoe that in these tests a
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measure of oorrespondenoe is found at given times between oertain states of mind and oertain aesthetic
values? Would this be possible if art were merely a
subjeotive affair?
5. Is the level of the test material used in this
particular experiment high enough to make the results of
value?
Adler (1:1-102) attempted to measure the power to
appreciate six seleotions which were played on the piano
in four ways, namely, as originally intended, in a dull
manner, with a great amount of sentimentality, and as a
chaotio oombination.

The 669 subj ects used were musician s

and students of musio.

The order in whioh the selections

were played was changed for different groups, but each set
of selections was played twice in the same order for any
one group of listeners.
This pieoe of work suggested a teohnique for a more
adequate examination of musioal taste.

It showad some of

the diffioulties which stand in the way of making such an
experiment, for example, ohaotic, dull, etc., oannot be
expressed in the same way in all numbers; it is diffioult
to get numbers which are not known to some of the subJeots;
and it is almost impossible for those who have heard certain numbers to disregard all previous knowledge of them.
All selections will not be equally well played.

A close

relationship existed between amount of training and test
score of subjeot.
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A summary of conolusions which were reaohed as a

teBul t of this experiment followa:
1.

Listening to music is aooompanied by disturbanoes

in the blood supply.
2.

Under the influenoe of musio the rate of heart-

beat tends to inorease.
3.

Breathingbeoomes irregular and faster.

4.

Musio oal1s forth such pleasurable reaotions as,
a.

Pleasurable emotion whioh is due to the

reaotion to tones of instruments.
b.

Pleasurable reaotion to rhythms.

o.

Pleasurable associations.

d.

Pleasure derived through the aotivity of the

observer's imagination.
e.

Enjoyment oaused by intellectual aoti vi ty.

This might be anal.ysis of struoture or appreciation
of the skill of the performer.
A report of a study to get data on the reliability of
the Seashore Test in Music was made by Brown (14:468-76).
In this experiment the aim was to determine to what extent
the olaims made by Seashore in regard to his tests are true
and to find out to what degree the tests oan be used to
prediot suooess in musioal training.

The subjeots used

were junior and senior high-sohool stUdents.
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Method:

The six Seashpre tests were given twice

to the same group with an interv'al of four months intervening between the j:,wo tests.
The conclusions (14:475-76) which were reached as a
result of this test tollow:
1. The reliability coetticients ot the Seashore
Tests with the exception ot that tor pitch, intensity,
and perhaps memo,ry must be considered low.
2. The validity ot the individual tests as determined by their oorrelation with teachers' judgment as a
oriterion is also 1011'. The average rating on all the
tests gites a moderate degree of relationship with
teachers' judgments of musioal talent.
3. There is little relation between intelligenoe and
musioal ability as measured by these tests.
4. The age and intelligenoe ot high-sohool juniors
and seniors have little effect on the score of the music
tests.
5. The intercorrelations between the six Seashore
Tests of musioal talent are low.
The Seashore Tests, however, are valuable, tor they
may aid both teacher and student in many ways.
The aids to the teacher are:
1.

Unreoognized and undeveloped talent may be re-

vealed.
2.· Deticienoies in musioal training or ability,
defeotive ears, etc., may be brought to light.
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3.

A oomparison between what the ohild is doing

and what he is oapable of doing may be made.
4.

Individual differenoes in endowment of musioal

ability and musioal training may be disoovered.
5.

Training in musio may be adapted to what the

ohild is oapable of doing.
6.

The ohild may be plaoed in the olass with whioh

he will work best.
The ohild may be helped in the following ways:
1.

He may be enoouraged to follow a musioal oareer.

2.

He may be aided in deoiding upon the branoh of

musio for whioh he is best suited.
5.

He may, be helped in the seleotion of an instru-

ment fo r stu dy •
In so far as sohools undertake to ohange the musioal
tastes of their pupils, it is desirable that soales be
available for measuring the extent of the ohanges
(87:545-61).

In an attempt to form suoh a soale, phono-

graph reoords of orohestral musio were played to groups
of experts and groups of non-experts, who were asked to
rate the reoords as best, next best, and poorest.

It was

found that the taste of the expert was muoh more deoided
than that of the non-expert, tor the expert rated the
better reoords higher and the

poor~r

reoords lower.

It
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was also found that there is little relationship between
ability as measured by these tests and general aoademio
ability.

In one of the groups, whioh was oomposed of

sophomores at the University ot North Carolina, the lowest soore in judging musio was made by the bo),. -who had
next to the highest soore on the Miller Ability Test.
perhaps one must have at least a sufficient amount ot
academic ability to make 70 points on the Miller test
before he can Judge orohestral musio suooessfully, but
it seems oertain that high general aoademio ability does
not at all imply high abili ty to judge orohestral musio.
Appreoiation of musio is apparently a highly specialized
trai t which seems to be remarkably susoeptible to training.

Thi s appreoiation might be oonsidered as one of the

specific faotors whioh Spearman (77:75) denotes by the
letter

S~

He holds that a speoifio factor may vary not

only from individual to individual but',even from ability
to ability in the same individual.
In an experimental study by Hevner (45:575-85) to
determine the power to appreciate music two groups, one
experimental, the other oontrol, were used.

The groups

were oomposed of high sohool students, students in the
psychological laboratory, students of musio, and honorary
students of music.

The same music, whioh oonsisted of
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was also found that there is little relationship between
ability as measured by these tests and general aoademio
abili ty.

In one of the group s, whioh was oomposed of

sophomores at the University ot North Carolina, the lowest soore in judging musio was made by the boy. 'who had
next to the highest soore on the Miller Ability Test.
perhaps one must have at least a sufficient amount ot
aoademic ability to make 70 points on the Miller test
before he oan judge orohestral wsio suocessfully, but
it seems oertain that high general academic abillty does
not at all imply high abili ty to judge orchestral music.
Appreoiation of music is apparently a highly specialized
trai t which seems to be remarkably SUs08ptible to training.

This appreoiation might be oonsidered as one of the

speoitio factors whioh Spearman (77:75) denotes by the
letter

S~

He holds that a speoifio taotor may vary not

only from individual to individual but',even from ability
to ability in the same individual.
In an experimental study by Hevner (45:575-85) to
determine the power to appreciate musio two groups, one
experimental, the other oontrol, were used.

The groups

were oomposed of high sohool students, students in the
Psyohological laboratory, students of musio, and honorary
students of musio.

The same music, whioh consisted of
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two versions of the same selection, was played for both
groups.

The subjects were paired in the two groups, but

with the oontrol group the test was presented with exact
instruotions only.

With the experimental group the ex-

perimenter announced at the beginning of the test just
what the difference between the two versions was.

For

example, "The difference between these two selections is
in the melody or tune," or "Both versions are the same
with the exception of the last measure".
It was found that specific information -tended to
faoilitate the listener's apprehension of the music, increased the listener's satisfaotion, and insured a more
favorable attitude on the part of the subjects to these
tests.
In an experiment with the same group in which four
versions of the music were used with one group and two
wi th the other, it was found that the keeping of all four

versions in mind for purposes of comparison was quite
diffig:ult for the listeners.

There was, however, a very

clo se correspondence between the two and four version
forms in reliability, validity, and relationship to other
mental and ,musical traits.
Trabue (87:552-53) conduoted an experiment to deterrniQ$· the effect of a short period of training on
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ability in judging musio.

Two groups of high-sohool stu-

dents were given preliminary tests of Soale Alpha "to make
sure that they had approximately the same soore," after
whioh group A was given a lesson in musio appreoiation of
forty minutes one day eaoh week for eight weeks.
was given no intermediate training.

Group B

When the two groups

were tested again at the end of the eight weeks it was
found that the group whioh had reoeived training increased its median score ten or more times as muoh as had
the control group.

The experimenter ooncluded that a well-

arranged course in listening to musio oan in a short time
work great improvement in the accuracy of pupils' judgment of orchestral selections.
On Friday morning of each week Walter Damrosoh broadcasts an hour of orohestral music for school children all
over the United States.

One thousand ninety-one rural

school children in grades 3 to 8 were tested on infonnation given by Mr. Damrosch in these radio concerts.

The

control group had never had an opportunity of listening
to the Damro sch concerts.

.A second group had listened to

the Damrosch concerts only during the year of testing.
The third group had listened to the concerts du'ring the
year prior to the year of testing and again during the.
testing year.

The results of the experiments follow:
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(a)

There was definite growth in musical infonnation

in every grade from 3 to 8, inclusive, in both the first
and second years of listening.
(b)

In all grades but the third the growth in musi-

oal infomation appeared to be about a year in advance of
.nat the children wou1d have gained without the concerts.
(c)

The third grade apparently gained the least.

(d)

The second year of listening increased growth

in grades 5, 4, and 5, with growth in grade 5 negligible.
(e)

Repetition of Damrosoh concerts a second year

aocelerated growth in musical information in grades 6, 7,
8, but there was evidenoe of a 1esser growth than was made
in the first year of listening (44:57).
An experiment using thirty-five undergraduate college
students at Northwestern University was carried on by
Gilliland and Moore (41:509-25) to make a comparison of
oertain effects of classical and jazz musio after the
first and twenty-fifth hearings.

The records were heard

five times at each of five hearings.

The selections used

were:
( a)

Fifth Symphony, first movement;

Beethoven;

(b)

Sixth Symphony, first movement;

-- Tschaikowsky;

(c)

That' BIt; -- Fox Trot;

( d)

Umbrellas to Mend; -- One Step.
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ouring the progress of the tests a study was made of
physioal and mental reaotions of members of the group
to the musio.

The rate of pulse beat was taken, the

strength of grip was reoorded, the enjoyment value of
the seleotion was noted, and photographs of the group
were taken during the listening period for the purpose
of recording reaotion as shown in the facial expression.
The oonolusions reaohed by the experimenter follow:
1.

"An unsel.ected group of college undergraduates

inolines to prefer the best classical music to the. average jazz selection, and this preference increases rapidly
as the two types of se1ection are

nep:~..a:t1!a

again and again".

The" twenty-five hearings made the group as a whole love
Beethoven and Tschaiko"sky more rather than jazz less.
2.

Jazz records inspire "levity of countenance,"

"greater motor innervation," and more rapid pulse, but
repeated hearings result in a decidedly more favorable
attitude to the classical selection on all points.

An

amusing and convinoing part of the experiment was the
threat of oertain of the students to smash the jazz
records if they were
3.

pl~yed

again.

Two oonclusions drawn from this experiment are

of great teaching value:
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(a)

Since strongly marked rhythm has an

"immediate stimulating value, it is important to
select as our first music for the child or the
musically immature pieoes that have a strongly
marked rhythm, as well as melodic, harmonic, or
struotural merit".
(b)

"Since good music tends to develop in-

terest when it is heard repeatedly with an unprejudioed mind," it is of great importance that
students often hear much fine musio.

The injec-

tion of "mora1 oontroversy" should be avoided, as
the music will carry its own splendid message if
it is allowed to do so.

The appreciation of good

music does improve morale.

This was suggested by

the photographs whioh were taken during the experiment.
A few standardized tests in musio have been published, but very few of them test music appreciation.
Courtis (25:1-8) has one in whioh the student reads a
story and then listens to a victrola reoord whiCh answers a question or oompletes a sentence.
in describing a

For exgmple,

boy's vaoation the ohildren are told

that John started out on his vaoation -

1. on foot,

2. on skates, 5. by boat, 4. on horseback.

For the
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answer the teaoher plays "Baroarolle" by Hoffman, whioh
of course tells the children he went by boat.

Another

part of the test questions whether what he saw when he
arrived at his destination was. - 1. sailors dancing,
2. soldiers marohing, 5. a fountain bubbling, 4. a horse
running

- and the reoord played indioa.tes tha.t it was

a fountain.
Max Sohoen has a standardized test (75:119) of musical feeling and musioal understanitllng in whioh be tests

subjeots for absolute pitoh, relative pitoh, rhythm,
tonal sequenoe, and melody judgment.
One part of the Kwalwasser-Ruch Test of Musical
Accomplishment (52) attempts to find out how many
familiar melodies oan be reoognized by students from
the printed notes.

Phrases of suoh songs as "Amerioa,"

"Old Folks at Home," etc., are printed but no suggestion
of the name is given.

It has been found in tests of this

kind that students can often give the name after they have
sung the melody, but have difficulty just thinking the
melody.
These tests show, to a certain extent, the oondition of the musical ability and taste of students.

There

follows the question of what to do about improving conditions.

Some who are interested in this improvement have
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faith in the musio-memory oontest.

The National Bureau

for the Advanoement of Musio has promoted memory oontests
by the offering of prizes to those who are suocessful in

these contests and by the publication of numerous bulletins
which contain lists of compositions which are most frequently used in representative contests.

These contests

tend to arouse the interest of the child so as to increase
the receptivity of his mind to knowledge.
Tremaine (88:·43-4) says that, since receptivity is a
primary essential to the easy aoquisition of knowledge,
methods of teaching should be based on the psychology of
creating this receptivity in the mind of the pupil.

Music-

memory tests have proved an effective device for familiarizing children with good music and for inculoating in them
that love for music whioh makes it a resource, a companion,
and an enrichment of later life.

Aoquaintanoe is likely

to merge into liking and liking to mature into love.

The

important thing is to get the ohild acquainted with good
music material early.

Parents as well as children may

participate in these music-memory contests and the
material may be worked on at home as well as at school.
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The purposes of the musio-memory oontests as given
by Briggs (15:188-93) may be~nopsized as follows:
1.

The tests enable pupils to share the musioal in-

heritance of the raoe.

This inheritance is oomposed pri-

marily of songs with their verbally expressed sentiments,

•

of oompositions for instruments of all kinds, and of the
interesting elements of wh10h all musio 1s oomposed.
2.

They familiarize pupils with desirable musio 1n

the hope that they Wi.11 demand more of it.
5.

They may break down prejudioe against good musio

and even popularize it.

The larger the number of pupils

that oan be involved with enthusiasm or even with interest,
the more any existing prejudioe against musio will be broken down.
4.

Through these tests oriteria by whioh music may

be Judged oan be established.

The standards of musical

taste in the majonty of people is doubtless far below
what it might be because these people do not realize that
they are capable of enjoying better music.
5.

Later rehearings of the same musio beoome more

pleasureable.

With some degree of familiarity a listener

is free to give his attention to the composition, the
theme, and its de"elopmentj to the qual1ty of the performanae; to the tnterpretation; to the instrument used;
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to a oomparison with other oomposi tions, performers,
interpretations, eto.

Moreover, there is a tremendous

satisfaotion in antioipating the next phrase, theme, or
movement, and then having that antioipation gratified or
correoted.
6.

A oommon baokground for referenoe is built up.

7.

A knowledge of means for interpreting or express-

ing a mood may be gained.
8.

The groups whioh are working on this musio-memory

material may
(al

<

beoome integrated in three ways:
The members of the group may be bound to-

gether by knowledge of the same pieoes.
(b)

This group may be integrated with other

people of taste and oulture.

(0)

A wide integration with people of other

lands and of other times may be brought
about.
9.

By working on the material for these oontests

music may be oorrelated with other school subjects.
10.

The interests, aptitudes, and oapaoities of

pupils are explored.
11.

Pupils may be awakened to the possibilities of

an important field - that of musio (13: 188-93).
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A great agenoy in the advanoement of musioal appreciation is the radio.

.alter Damrosch, who has been oon-

duoting a symphonio orohestra for fifty years and who has
been influential in bringing symphonio music direotly to
thousands of sohool rooms through his radio broadoasts,
has become the grea.t musio teaoher of the land.

He him-

self has said that the great opportunity to bring great
musio into every home and every sohool came to him at a
time in his life when he had no hope of doing any more
than he had done for the forty years of his life previous
to the advent of the radio.

He is thrilled with the great

increase in the number of his auditors from the auditorium
seating-oapaoity size of fifty years ago to the six million whom he reaohes with one ooncert now.

It is no longer

neoessary to live in or near a great musioal oenter to
have opportunities of hearing great musio and the owner
of a radio has aooess to symphony or opera with the mere
turning of the dial.
There is no question about the effeot of these available oonoerts.

The musioal taste of the oountry is rapid-

ly improving and will improve more rapidly as the better
taste demands the very best in musio.

The meeting of this

demand will provide better musio and so the improvement
Should go on and on (93: 14) •

CHAPTER VI
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
OF MUSICAL TA.STE

A.n experiment was oonduoted by the writer in a we11graded elementary sohool of over eight hundred ohildren
in grades 1 to

a inolusive.

The sohool is looated in one

of the better residential distriots of Chioago and it is
presumed that the ohildren in all of the grades would
have oomparatively equal opportunities of hearing and
studying musio.

'!'he material used oonsisted of viotrola

reoords of twelve different waltzes played by orohestras.
Waltz musio was ohosen for the experiment beoause it was
. found in some of the preliminary experiments that rhythm
makes a strong appeal to a ohild and, other things being
equal, a child will show preferenoe for a waltz when it
isj~ired

with a selection of some other rhythm.

An

at-

tempt was made to have four waltzes of a very high grade,
four of a popular variety whioh have more or less musioal
value, and four of mediocre or poor grade.

The numbers

chosen were such as would be familiar to most of the
ohildren, as they are numbers whioh are frequently heard
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on the victrola, over the radio, eto.

The titles are

as follows:
After the Ball

By:

Harris

Alice Blue Gown

By:

MoCarthy & Tierney

Beautiful Nights

By:

Offenbaoh

Blue Danube Waltz

By:

Johann strauss

Merry Widow Waltz

By:

Lehar

Missouri Waltz
From an original.
Melody prooured

By:

John Eppel

My Hero
From "The Chocolate Soldier"By:

Osoar Strauss

Pri soner' 8 Song

By:

Massey

By:

Charles King

Spring Song

By:

Mendelssohn

Three 0 t Clo ok in the Morning

By:

Robledo

lial tzing Doll

By:

Poldini

s~ands

Song of the I

The school was divided into six groups with children
of grades 1, 4, 7 in groups I and II; those in grades 2,
5, 8 in groups III and IV; and those in grades 5 and 6 in
groups V and VI.

The reason for having eaoh grade repre-

sented in two groups was so that half of the children of
a given grade heard the pair of reoords in order 1, 2
and the other half in order 2, 1.

This order was alter-

nated wi th everi~ other pair o·f reoords so that no one
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group would alway s hear any certain reoord either first
or second.

The number of ohildren who ohose reoord A

over reoord B in group I was added to those who ohose
reoord B over record A in the seoond group.

This would

overoome the danger of having a number ohosen beoause
of its position as either first or seoond.

TABLE

I

.

Number of ohildren who took the test
G

r

a

des

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII VIII

TOT AL

Boys

59

49

46

51

51

55

55

49

595

Girls

59

55

86

50

46

41

72

55

422

Total

78

84

152

101

97

96

127

102

817

The manner of giving the test was to have only the
ohildren who were taking the test in the assembly hall,
whioh was used so that ohildren could be seated far enough
apart to avoid copying from one another.

Thus when the

first test was given half of the ohildren in grades 1, 4,
7 would be in the hall and when the test was finished this
group would be dismissed and the ohildren in the other half
of these grades would come in and take the same test but
Wi th the order of the pairs of reoords reversed.

In grade
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one a seventh-grader was appointed as seoretary to each
first-grader, but he was instruoted to write his own
choice on his paper before hearing the choice of the
first-grader.

In the seoond grade it was neoessary to

have an eighth-grader act in the same capaoity.
Before the final test was started a few pairs of
reoords (not those whioh were to be used in the experiment) were p'layed for the ohildren and they were asked
to ohoose the one whioh pleased them more.

This was

merely to familiarize them slightly with the procedure.
The ohildren were then told thab an attempt was being
made to get a set of records whioh children would like
and would they please help by expressing their preference
for either the first or seoond record.

The records were

then played in pairs, each reoord being played for exaotly
one minute and a half.
eight pairs of records.

At eaoh test the ohildren heard
'rhus Test I inoluded 24 combina-

tions of the records, 8 oombinations being played for
eaoh of the three groups in one order and then in reverse
order for the

other half of the group.

Test II consisted

of 24 different oombinations used in the same way, and so
wi th Test III.

Eaoh reoord was heard by eaoh ohild four

times in the oourse of the three tests and eaoh time it
was heard it was paired with a different record.

For
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each test every child was given a printed slip on which
to record his name, age, etc.

On this slip were printed

the letters from A to H, each letter representing a pair
of records.

Explanation was made that after A he was to

wri te 1 if he liked the music of the first record better
and 2 if he liked the music of the second record better;
after B he would do the same thing with the next pair of
records played, etc.

Tabulation of all answers was made

and the percentage ot the number in each group who selected each reoord was oomputed, as shown in the following tables:
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TABLE II

Per Cent Preferring THREE O'CLOCK
IN THE MORNING to Eleven
Other Waltzes
G

II

III

r
IV

d

a

V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Blue Danube Waltz

40

56

70

55

Beautiful Nights

53

69

76

65

After the Ball

62

66

32

64

Missouri Wat tz

58

51

52

54

Spring Song

68

75

83

75

My Hero

66

63

69

66

Prisoner' a Song

64

69

86

73

Waltzing Doll

50

70

60

Merry Widow Waltz

71

72

72

Alice Blue Gown

73

67

70

Song of the Islands

58

58

58

Sub-tota1s
Total

213

198

252

242

207

267

230

....,.

238
712

-----
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TABLE III

Per Cent Preferring MI SSOURI WALTZ
to Eleven Other Waltzes
G
Other Waltzes
- After the Ball

I

II

III

r
IV

a

d

V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

60

64

71

65

My Hero

50

80

75

61

Three O'Clook in
the Morning

42

49

48

46

Beautiful Nights

58

65

76

59

Prisoner's Song

64

65

78

68

Waltzing Doll

54

60

68

61

Merry Widow Waltz

55

56

55

55

Song of the Islands

58

57

59

45

-Blue Danube Waltz

68

69

69

Spring Song

65

69

66

Alioe Blue Gown

67

75

71

Sub-tota.1s

190

211

198

256

256

215

268

258
666

Total
--

r-
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ABLE

IV

SONG OF THE

Per Cent Pre

tn Other

ISLANDS

G
II

III

r
IV

d

a
V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Alice Blue Gown

58

55

70

61

Merry Widow Waltz

47

46

62

52

Spring Song

48

69

70

62

Waltzing Doll

45

48

70

55

After the Ball

50

57

70

60

Blue Danube Waltz

58

56

69

61

Beautiful Nights

60

70

85

71

Missouri Waltz

62

45

61

55

Prisoner's Song

61

76

68

Three O'Clock in
the Morning

42

42

42

50

54

52

'My Hero

Sub-totals
Total

196

250

155

216

226

172

272

285

657

~

~
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TABLE V
Per Cent Preferring MY HERO
to Eleven Other Waltzes
G

II

III

r
IV

d

a
V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Alioe Blue Gown

50

66

80

65

Missouri Waltz

50

40

27

59

Waltzing Doll

50

58

78

55

Blue Danube Waltz

51

54

59

48

Spring Song

55

48

65

49

Beautiful Nights

57

72

75

68

Three O'Clook in
the Morning

54

57

51

54

After th e Ball

47

79

65

Merry Widow Waltz

55

46

50

Prisoner's Song

44

71

58

Song of the Islands

50

46

48

Sub-tota1s
Total

150

177

196

144

191

242

185

250

......
577 ~
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TABLE

VI
1

Per Cent Preferring BLUE DANUBE
WALTZ to Eleven Other
Waltzes
G

IV

d

a
V

s

e

VI

VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Prisoner's Song

52

40

56

50

~altzing

38

42

65

55

Three O'Clook in
the Morning

60

44

50

45

Alice Blue Gown

47

58

67

57

Doll

II

III

r

My Hero

49

66

41

52

Song of the I slanda

42

44

51

59

Merry Widow Waltz

45

68

55

55

Spring Song

50

62

77

65
80

Beautiful Nights

70

90

Missouri Waltz

52

51

51

After the Ball

59

57

47

Sub-totals
Totals

197

184

141

184

258

178

-

218

I--"

204
572

~
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TABLE VII

Per Cent Preferring AFTER THE
BALL to Eleven Other
Ialtzes
G
Other Waltzes

I

Missouri )fal tz

40

Beautiful Nights

II

III

.

r
IV

d

a

.

V

s

e

VIII

VII

VI

TOTAL

.

55

36

29

40

64

76

59

Prisoner's Song

54

54

52

54

Three O'Clock in
the Mo rning

38

54

52

56

.

62

.

57

49

60

Alioe Blue Gown

52

44

55

50

Waltzing Doll

64

55

80

67

Merry Widow Waltz

I

50

45

50

Song of the Islands

.

:

40

My Hero

53

21

57

Blue Danube Yaltz

61

45

53

Spring Song

59

82

.

70
,......

Sub-totals
Total

172

215

173

188

202

146

189

227
558

~
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VIII

TABLE

Per Cent Preferring MERRY WIOOW
WALTZ to Eleven Other
Waltzes .
r

G
III

IV

V

e
VI

s

"

-

VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Song of the Islands

53

54

38

48

56

63

61

60

Spring Song

37

64

70

57

Beautiful Nights

49

59

,77

62

Prisoner's Song

I

II

d

a

,

i

-

.

After the Ball

51

40

38

Missouri Waltz

45

44

47

45

Blue Danube Waltz

57

34

45

45

43

'Waltzing Doll

45

60

53

My Hero

45

54

50

Alice Blue Gown

54

46

50

Three O'Clock in
the Moming

29

28

28

Sub-totals
Total

195

153

173

240

118

188

246--

,...

130 541

C\)
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IX

TABLE

Per Cent Preferring WALTZING DOLL
to Eleven Other Waltzes
G
Other Waltzes

I

Blue Danube Waltz

62

Spring Song

42

Song of the Islands
My Hero

II

III

r
IV

a

d
V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

58

55

47

48

69

55

57

52

30

47

50

62

22

45

.

Alloe Blue Gown

51

57

39

49

Missouri Waltz

46

40

32

39

After the Ball

36

45

20

33

Merry Widow Waltz

55

40

47

Beautiful Nights

66

71

68

Three O'Clook in
the Morning

50

30

40

Prisoner's Song

64

50

57

SUb-totals
Total

211

133

235

220

142

191

156

91
525

~
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X

Per Cent Preferring ALICE BLUE
GOWN to Eleven Other
lfal.t·zes
G
Other Waltzes

I

Song of the Islands

42

II

IV

III
,

d

a

r

V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

47

30

39

34

20

35

33

43

55

52

My Hero

50

Blue Danube Waltz

53

42

Spring Song

46

53

.

lfal tzing Doll

49

43

61

51

Beautiful Nights

44

70

63

59

After the Bal.1

48

56

45

50

Merry Widow Waltz

46

54

50

Missouri Waltz

33

25

29

Prisoner's Song

44

41

43

Three O'Clook in
the Morning

'2:7

33

50

Sub-totals
Total

191

141

150

176

169

153

158

169

I

....

....
(A

481
-----------

i

~

TABLE XI
Per Cent Preferring PHI SONEH' S
SONG to Eleven Other
1Jaltzes
G
II

III

r
IV

a

d

V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Blue Danube Waltz

48

60

44

50

Merry Widow Waltz

44

37

39

40

After the Ball

46

46

48
-

46

Missouri Waltz

36

37

Three O'Clock in
the Morning

36

Beautiful Nights
Spring Song

22

32

31

14

27

57

66

56

60

48

46

45

45

Song of the Islands

39

24

32
I

r

My Hero

56

29

42

Alice Blue Gown

56

59

57

Waltzing Doll

36

50

43

Sub-totals
Total.

138

177

187

143

,180

162

131

157

!

t-'

~

I:\)

474

-

~

-

TABLE ill
Per Cent Preferring SPRING SONG
to Eleven Other Waltzes
G
II

III

r
IV

d

a
V

e
VI

s
VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Merry Widow Waltz

65

36

30

43

Yal tzing Doll

58

52

51

47

Song of the I slanda

52

31

50

58

Alice Blue Gown

54

47

45

48

Three O'Clock in
the Morning

52

25

17

25

Blue Danube Waltz

50

38

25

37

My Hero

65

52

35

51

prisoner's Song

52

54

55

55

Missouri Waltz

37

31

34

Beautiful Nights

59

54

57

After th e Ball

41

18

50

Sub_t.ot.al R

Total

227

1QQ

157

.

166

169

105

136

130
465

~

CA
CA

~~

...

TABLE XIII

,

Per Cent Preferring BEAUTI FUL
NIGHTS to Eleven Other
Waltzes
G
II

III

r
IV

a

d

V

e
VI

s

i
I

VII

VIII

TOTAL

Other Waltzes

I

Three 0' Clock in
the Morning

47

31

24

55

Merry Widow Waltz

51

41

23

38

Missouri Waltz

62

57

24

41

After the Ball

60

36

24

41

Alice Blue Gown

56

30

57

41

My Hero

45

28

25

32

Prisoner's Song

43

34

44

40

Song of the Islands

40

30

17

29

Blue Danube Waltz

30

10

20

lial tzing Ibll

34

29

32

Spring Song

41

46

43

Sub-totals
Total

220

182

105

145

122

85

95

123

I

~

UI

392

~
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The more difficult part of the experiment was to
get expert opinions to oompare with those expressed by
the children, for children do not hesitate to express
a preferenoe, while those schooled in the art of musio
often do.

Some of the reactions of these adult musi-

oians were disgust with certain of the selections used,
a frank statement that only oertain numbers were worth
any consideration, and a tew positive denials of any
knowledge-of suoh musio as the "Song of the Islands".
These adults were not asked to listen to the reoords,
but were given an alphabetioally arranged list whioh
they were asked to number in the order 01 their preferenoe, using 1 for the record whioh was best liked, 2
for the next choice, and so on down to 12, which would
be the one liked least or perhaps disliked.

One tempera-

mental pianist affixed the word "awful" to her twelfth
choice.
Those whose answers to the request were used included a oomposer of piano music, a leader of a symphony
orohestra, an associate director of a symphony orohestra,
Orohestra
a pianist who was soloist at one of the Chicago Symphony/
oanoerts last fall, five teachers in well-established
musical colleges, two members of a symphony orohestra,
and a mus;o supervisor.

The following table shows the
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ranking of the twelve waltzes by the experts:

~

TABLE XIV

Ranking of Selections by Experts
Waltzes

R

a

n

k

Average

.

Blue Danube

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

5

2

2

2

1.50

Spring Song

2

5

4

1

2

2

7

2

1

1

5

4

2.85

Merry Widow

5

5

5

4

4

4

2

5

4

4

4 ' 1

5.59

Waltzing Doll

9

2

2

6

5

5

5

6

2

3

6

6

4.42

My Hero

5

10

-

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

4.50

Beautiful Nights

8

11

-

5

6

6

5

3

7

-

1

3

5.30

Three 0' Clock in
the Morning

10

7'

7

8

11

10

6

7

9

6

7

7

7.91

Missouri Waltz

6

6

6

10

10

9

10

8

6

-

9

10

8.18

Alice Blue Gown

4

4

5· 9'

-

7

8

10

12

8

12

12

8.27

After the Ball

7

8

8

7

12

8

9

9

8

7

10

11

8.66

Song of the Islands 11

9

-

11

- -

12

12

11

11

8

9

9.44

12

12

-

12

11

11

111

10

12

11

8

11.00

P ri soner' s Song

-

~

UI

~

~

.-.....

~

TABLE XV
Compari son of the Ranking of the Twelve
Selections by the Children and
by the Experts
Experts

Rank
1

I. Blue Danube Waltz

Children
Three O'Clock in the Morning

2

-$pril!g Song

Missouri 'Waltz

3

. Merry 1I'i dow Waltz

Song of the Islands

Waltzing Doll

My Hero

: J

My Hero

Blue Danube Waltz

6

Beautiful Nights

After the Ball

7

Three O'Clock in the Morning

Merry Widow Waltz

8

Missouri Waltz

Waltzing Doll

9

Alice Blue Gown

Alice Blue Gown

10

After the Ball

Pri son er' s Song

11

Song of the Islands

Spring Song

12

Pri soner' s Song

Beautiful Nights

1-1-

~
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It is quite apparent that taste is a personal matter.
Table XIV shows that there was no 100 per cent agreement
on anyone sel.eotion among the experts.

The "Blue Danule

Waltz" averaged first rank and held a very high place with
all of the mUsioians, but it was the first choioe of onl.y
seven out of the twelve whose opinions were reoorded.
There were many diversities of opinion on the various
numbers, one of the eKperts liking six of the waltzes
better than the "Spring Song," Pol.dini t s "Waltzing Doll"
ranking about fifty-fifty, half of the experts inoluding
this number among their first three ohoices and half of
them plaoing it rank fifth to ninth, and "A11oe Blue Gown"
ranking froll fourth to twelfth.

The "Prisoner's Song,"

however, was admittedly unpopular with all.
TallIe XV shows that there is a wide difference
between the taste of the ohildren and that of those who
have made a life study of musio.

Of oourse the experts

were comparing each seleotion with the other eleven Dut
the ohildren were oomparing eaoh selection with only one
other at anyone time as they are not suffioiently experienoed to oarry so many me10dies in mind for comparison.
One of the most striking examp1es of this great differenoe
is in the case of the "Spring Song" which ranked eleventh
with the children and seoond with the musicians.
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The only number on which there was perfect agreement
was n Alice Blue Gown" which ranked ninth with both sets
of subj ects.
This experiment showed no steady rise in taste.

It

indicated that taste is relative for it changed as the
pairing of the reoords was changed.
many instances.

This was evinent in

When the "Blue Danube Waltz" was paired

with "Beautiful Nights" it was the ohoice of 90 per oent
of the sixth-graders, but was selected by only 51 per cent
of this same group when it was played with the "Missouri
Waltz".

There was quite an inorease in the liking for

the "Blue Danube Waltz"· through the grades which bears
out the idea that the oftener good music is heard the
better it is liked.

There was one very peouliar exoep-

tion to thi s when the "Blue Danube Waltz" went down froll
60 peroent in the first grade to 50 per cent in the
seventh grade when it was played as a oompanion to "Three
O'Clook in the Morning".
Wi th the ohildren through the eight grades the "Blue
Danube Waltz" ranked about fifty-fifty, losing favor when
it was oompared with the "Missouri Waltz" and the" Song
of the I slands'" and gaining favor when it was played as
a oompanion to "Beautiful Nights".
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The most popular number with the ohildren was
"Three O'Clook in the Morning".

This was ranked seventh

by the experts but ranked among the first five ohoioes of
the ohildren in every grade.

This seleotion was ohosen

by from fiftY-four to seventy-five per oent of the
~ren

in nearly all of the grades.

ohil~,-

It lost favor to the

"Blue Danube Waltz" with a first-grade group, sixty per
oent of whom preferred the "Blue Danube Waltz," but in
that same oomparison only thirty per oent of the seventhgraders favored the "Blue Danube Waltz".

The highest per-

oentage favoring "Three O'Clook in the Morning" was
eighty- six per oent of an eighth-grade olass who preferred it to the "Prisoner's Song".

Its lowestperoent-

age was 40 whioh was its standing with a first-grade
group who llked the "Blue Danube Waltz" better.
The "Missouri Waltz" was another great favorite
with the ohildren.

It ranked seoond with them and was

inoluded among the first five ohoioes of all of the
ohildren but those in the first grade.

It lost favor

to "Three O'Clook in the Morning" in all of the grades
in which these two numbers were played together and
lost to the "Song of the Islands" in grades two and
eight.

For some reason the pupils of grade five were

favorable to the "Missouri Waltz" in this comparison.
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The figures indicate that the "Missouri Waltz" steadily
gained favor from grades one to eight, and was second
or third choice in all grades exoept grade one.
The" Song of the I

sland~'"

whioh the experts either

ranked very low or di sola1med all knowledge of, held
third place with the children and was among the first
five favor! tes in all grades but one, three, and six.
Two groups, first and fourth grades, preferred the
"Merry Widow Waltz," but the preference was only slightly over the fifty mark and the first-grade group preferr.ed the "Spring Song" and the "Waltzing Doll" to the'
"Song of the Islands".

Both of these numbers lost favor

in grades four and seven.
"My Hero" ranked fourth with the children and fifth
with the experts.
voted

Eighty per cent of the seventh-graders

for it when it was paired with "Alice Blue Gown"

but only twenty-seven per cent of the same group preferred it to the "Waltzing Doll".

It consistently lost

favor to "Three O'Clock in the Morning".
The "Blue Danube Waltz," the first ah01ce of the
experts, was fifth with the ohildren.

It ranked low

when aompared with the "Missouri Waltz" and the "Song
of the Islands" but it was deoidedly preferred to
"Beautiful Nights".
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"After the Ball" varied in rank from seventh to
twelfth with the experts and was the sixth choice of
the ohildren.

Pupils of grades four and seven pre-

ferred it to "Beautiful Nights;" those of grades one,
four, and seven liked it better than the "Prisoner's
Song;" eighty per cent of an eighth-grade group voted
for "Atter the Ball" when it was paired with the
"Waltzing Ibll" and a sixth-grade group gave it an
eighty-two per oent vote when it was played as a
oompanion to the "Spring Song".
The experts plaoed the "Merry Widow Waltz" third
and the children gave it seventh plaoe.

The smallest

vote was given to it by a fifth-grade class who preferred the "Blue Danube Waltz" and by children in
grades three and six who liked "Three O'Clook in the
Morning" better.
The "Waltzing Ibll" by Poldini held fourth place
with the experts and was the eighth choice of the ohildren.

It lost favor to the "Blue Danube Waltz" with a

seventh-grade class and to the "Song of the Islands"
with the same olass.

An

eighth-grade

gro~p

oonsistently

preferred "Alioe Blue GOwn," the "Missouri Waltz," and
"After the Ball" to this number.

The children who showed

the greatest preference for the "Waltzing Doll" were in a
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sixth-grade olass.

This group gave it a seventy-one per

oent vote when it was played with "Beautiful Nights".
"Alioe Blue Gown" ranked ninth with both the experts
and the ohildren.

The smallest peroentage of votes given

to it by the ohildren was twenty whioh was the sixth-grade
vote when this number was paired with "My Heroj" the highest vote was seventy whioh expressed, the preferenoe of a
fifth-grade olass for this number as oompared with "Beautiful Nights".
"The Prisoner's Song" was not popular with either
the experts who ranked it twelfth or the ohildren who
gave it tenth plaoe.

It was liked best by a fifth-grade

group, sixty-six per oent of whom voted for it over
"Beautiful Nights," and least by an eighth-grade class
who preferred the "Missouri Waltz" by sixty-eight per oent.
The ohildren were quite oonsistent in their ohoioe
of "Three O'Clook in the Morning" over all other seleotions throughout the grades with the exception of those
in the first grade who liked the "Blue Danube Waltz"
better and those in the seventh grade who preferred
"Atter the Ball".

They were also oonsistent in their

laok of preferenoe for "Beautiful Nights".

The only

exoeption to this laok of preferenoe was a first-grade
olass who liked this number better than "After the Ball,"
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the "Merry Widow Waltz,. and the "Missouri Waltz".
This swne group of first-graders preferred the "Spring
Song" to the "Merry Widow Waltz," "Waltzing Doll,"
"Song of the Islands," and" A110e Blue GOwn".
In the following table a comparison is made between
the ohoioes of the experts and of the ohildren in each
grade.

The letters a, b,

0,

etc., represent the order

of selection of the twelve numbers by the experts, 1
being the twelftb seleotion.

These letters were then

plaoed under eaoh grade number in the rank in whioh it
was placed by the ohildren of that grade.
The graphs whioh follow Table XVI show the oomparison
between the ranking of eaoh selection by the experts and
by the ohildren.

.

TABLE XVI

Comparison Between the Ranking of the
Selections by the Experts and by
the Children in Each Grade
Rank

Experts

G

r

d

a

e

s

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII VIII

.

1

a. Blue Danube

b

k

;g

~g

a

g

k

2

b· Spring Song

f

J

d

0

h

e

h

h

3

o. Merry . i dow lfal tz

g

h

h

h

k

h

0

g

4

d. Wal tzin g Doll

d

-0

e

d

g

d

g

5

e· My Hero

a

g

1

k

J

0

a

3

6

f. Beautiful Nights

k

a

c

3

e

a

j

a

7

g. Three O'Clock in the Morning c

f

j

a

1

k

e

1

8

h. M1ssouri Waltz

i

!-8

k

i

b

I

d

1

9

1. Alice Blue Gown

h

1

i

b

1

i

1

b

10

j. After the Ball

J

0

a

f

d

j

b

0

11

i.

Song of the Islands

e

i

b

e

f

b

1

f

12

1

P ri80ner· s Song

1

d

f

1

c

f

f

d

-L...--

.

k

e

I

~

~

m
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GRAPH I
Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Each Grade with the 'faste of the
Experts for the Blue
DanuDe Waltz
d
G
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GRAPH II
Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for the Spring Song
r
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GRAPH III
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Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for the Merry
Widow Waltz
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GRAPH IV
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Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Each Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for the Waltzing
Doll

Rank

Experts I
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GRAPH V
Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Each Grade with the Taste of the
Expert B for My Hero
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GRAPH VI
Comparison ot the Taste or the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste or the
Experts ror Beautiful Nights
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GRAPH VII
Comparison or the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for Three O'Clook
in the Morning
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GRAPH VIII
Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for the Missouri
Waltz
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GRAPH IX

Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Each Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for Alice Blue Gown
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GRAPH X
Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Each Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for After the Ball
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Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts for the Song. of
the Islands
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GRAPH XII

Comparison of the Taste of the Children in
Eaoh Grade with the Taste of the
Experts tor the Prisoner's
Song
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It is rather apparent that the taste of the firstgrade ohildren is more like that of the experts than is
the taste of the ohildren in any other grade, since these
small ohildren included six of the first seven choices
of-the experts among their first seven selections, the
sixth-graders included five, grades two, three, and seven
included four, and grades four, five, and eight included
only three.

It is a little difficult to account for this

since it is expected that the beauty of music will grow
on the listener the oftener it is heard, but it is true
too that these young children have marvelous imaginations;
they are at an age when it is natural for them to follow
a lead, so it is easy for them to allow their imaginations
to follow the ideas which the composer puts forth and to
let their young minds travel where the music leads them;
and their interests are neither so numerous nor so varied
as are the interests of the older ohildren.

It does show,

however, that the good taste is present when these young
children enter school and it should be nourished and
tenderly cared for.

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

I

The
1.

experiment~:

Twelve waltzes played by orchestras and

rating from excellent to poor, were used for the experiment.
2.

Twelve experts ranked these waltzes 1 to 12,

number one indicating the favorite selection and number
twelve the least-favored of the waltzes.
3.

The selections were arranged in pairs so

that each waltz was paired with each of the other eleven
wal tzes.

4.

The waltzes were played in pairs for the

children who were asked to express a preference for one
of the two numbers played.
5.

Tab1es showing the percentage of children

who selected each number in oomparison with the other
numbers were made.
6.

A comparison of the opinions of the chile.

":ren of eaoh grade and the expert opinions was tabulated.

7.

Graphs to show a oomparison between the

taste of the experts and of the ohildren of eaoh grade
for eaoh waltz were drawn.
II

Findings from the experiment:
1.

The taste of the experts was various.

There was no 100 per oent agreement on the ranking of
any waltz among all of the experts and there were a few
examples of great differenoes of opinion.
2.

The taste of the ohildren Yaried greatly

and the ranking of eaoh number depended upon and ohanged
acoording to the other number with whioh it was paired.
5.

There was greater diversity of taste among

the ohildren than there was among the experts.
4.

The ohildren of grade 1 showed taste whioh

was most like that of the experts; the sixth-graders were
also olose to the experts in taste; those of grades 2, 5,
7 showed a greater differenoe; and those of grades 4, 5,
and 8 showed taste whioh was the least like that of the
experts.
III

Suggestions for further study along the line of

taste for musio:
1.

The same twelve waltzes oould be played for

ohildren in different elementary sohools and the results
oompared with eaoh other and with the results of this

experiment.
2.

The experiment'could be repeated with

high-sohool students as the subJeots and a oomparison
could be; made between their expressions of taste and
those of the younger ohildren.
5.

Pairs of records could be played for a

group of ohildren early in the school year and at intervals of two weeks during the semester to determine to
what degree the taste changes or remains stable.
4. Selections of rhythms other than waltz
rhythm could be paired and used for similar experiments.
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